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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY.ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT - LAW DIVISION
ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentative
of
the Estateof JEFFREY HANEY, deceased,
Plaintiff,

THE BOEINGCOMPANY,a corporation;
LOCKHEEDMARTIN CORPORATION;
HONEYWELLINTERNATIONAL,Inc.,a
corporation;
andPRATT& WHITNEy a
divisionof TINITEDTECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION.
Defendants.
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COMPLAINT AT LAW
COUNT I

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentative
of the Estateof JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased,complainingof defendant,LOCKHEED MARTIN CORpORATION.
(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
l.

On or beforeNovember 16,2010,LOCKHEED designed,manufactured,

distributedand sold anF-22 RaptorAircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

TheF-22 Raptor Aircraft and its life supportsystemsand enginebleedair system,

were designed,manufactured,distributedand sold pursuantto general,performance-only
contractswith the United StatesGovernmentthat did not containspecificdesignspecifications.
3.

LOCKHEED was given completelatitudein the designand selectionof the life
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support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to meet the
performancerequirement of the United StatesGovernment.
4.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
5.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
6.

On November 16, 2010 and at the time the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of

LOCKHEED, it was unreasonablydefective in that:
a.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an Onboard

Oxygen GeneratingSystem ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), and
other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathableoxygen to the
pilot operating the akcraft;
b.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful
elementsand compoundsby the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;
c.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and
oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were
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known to LOCKH EED but were not known to the pilots or mai ntainersof F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
e.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
f.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand unreliable;
g.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of
the life support systems,which were known to LOCKHEED;
h.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerousand

defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times
the force gravity;
k.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective life support systernsthat did not take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.
7.

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaiddefectsof the F-22 designed,

manufactured, distributed and sold by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY
was killed on November16.2010.
8.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
9.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiffl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv.Illinois.
COUNT II
Survival Action/Product Liabitity - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY
HANEY,

deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION,

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
I'

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraftto the United StatesGovernment.
2.

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its life support systemsand engine bleed air system

were designed, manufacfured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only
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contractswith the United StatesGovernment that did not contain specific design specifications.
3.

LOCKHEED was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the life

support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to meet the
performancerequirement of the United StatesGovernment.
4.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
5.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
6.

On November 16, 2010 and at the time the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of

LOCKHEED, it was unreasonablydefective in that:
a.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an Onboard

Oxygen GeneratingSystem ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), and
other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathableoxygen to the
pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful
elementsand compoundsby the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed air system;
c.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and
oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air
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contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS.ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were
known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
e.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions:
f.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand unreliable;
g.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainersof the failures of
the life support systems,which were known to LOCKHEED;
h.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with danqerous and

defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times
the force gravity;
k.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerousand

o

defectivelife supportsystemsthat did not take all reasonab
le stepsto provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
failures.
7.

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft designed, manufactured, distributed and sold by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs

decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious
pain and sufferingprior to his deathon November 16,2010 and had he survived,he would have
been entitled to bring a causeofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action
has survived him.
8.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755 ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.
COUNT III

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORpORATION,

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
1.

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its life support systemsand engine bleed air system
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were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only
contractswith the United StatesGovernmentthat did not contain specific design specifications.
3.

LOCKHEED was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the life

support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to meet the
performancerequirement of the United StatesGovernment.
4.

On November 16, 2010, plaintifls decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,Alaska.
5.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 operated by

plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
6.

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED was negligent, and that

negligencewas the causeof the death of JEFFREY HANEY.
7.

The negligenceof LOCKHEED consistedof the following:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable Onboard Oxygen GeneratingSystem("OBOGS"), Environmental
Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systemsthat safely and properly provided
breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful
contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the
enginebleed air system;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accounted for failure modes and oxygen
contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots
or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

OU
with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor the numerousfailures, faults
and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accounted for known failure modes and
protected critical life support systemsfrom the impact of bleed air system failures, faults
and malfunctions:
f.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included adequateand reliable warning
SENSOTS;

g.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor atcraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systernsas there was nothing to
alert pilots or maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,which were known to
LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that
automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a
malfunction;
j.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsbecause the F-22 Raptor included a backup
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oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and w hose manual activation
mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot
to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticated aircraft at speedsexceeding the
speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity.
k.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, build and integrate the crew life

support systerns, including the onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), the
Environmental Control System("ECS") and other life support systemsin the F-22 Raptor
aircraft:
l.

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up
equipment;
n.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentof

the weaknessesand defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and maintenancecrews;
o.

failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and

other life support systemsto correct known deficiencies;
p.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of the negligence of LOCKHEED, plaintiffs decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 20T0.
9.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,as well
l0
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underthe Wrongful DeathAct
as any additional herrs or next of kin entitledto compensation
chosenby the Court.
10.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deernedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.
COUNT IV
Survival Action/I.{eeligence - LOC KIIEED MARTIN C ORPORATION
Plaintiff, ANNA
HANEY,

HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION,

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
l.

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

dishibuted and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

The F-22 aircraft and its life support systems and engine bleed air system were

designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only contracts
with the United StatesGovernmentthat did not contain specific design specifications.
3.

LOCKHEED was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the life

support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to meet the
performancerequirement of the United StatesGovernment.
4.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,Alaska.
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5.
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On November 16, 2010, while operating in A laska. the F-22 operatedby

plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
6.

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED was negligent, and that

negligencewas the causeof the deathof JEFFREY HANEY.
l.

The negligenceof LOCKHEED consistedof the following:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safeand reliable OnboardOxygen GeneratingSystem("OBOGS"), Environmental
Control System("ECS"), and other life support systemsthat safely and properly provided
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful
contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the
engine bleed air system;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure modes and oxygen
contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots
or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor the numerousfailures, faults
and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft
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with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accounted for known failure modes and
protected critical life support systemsfrom the impact of bleed air system failures, faults
and malfunctions;
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included adequateand reliable warning
SENSOTS;

g.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to
alert pilots or maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,which were known to
LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor airwaft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen systan that
automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a
malfunction;
j.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsbecause the F-22 Raptor included a backup
oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation
mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in an areaimpossible for a pilot
to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speedsexceeding the
speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity.
k.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, build and integratethe crew life

support systems,including the OBOGS, the ECS and other life support systemsin the F22Raptor aircraft;
l3

l.

a

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up
equipment;
n.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentof

the weaknessesand defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and maintenancecrews;
o.

failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and

other life support systemsto correct known deficiencies;
p.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result the negligenceof LOCKHEED, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and
suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been
entitled to bring a causeof action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has
survived him.
9.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.

WHEREFORE,plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATIONin an amountin excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
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Law Division of the Circuit Courtof CookCounty,Illinois.
COUNT V
WTONEfUIDEAth/Breachof WarrantY . LOCKIIEED MARTIN CORPORATION
Plaintiff; ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY
HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION,

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
1.

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

There existed on November 16, 2010 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contractsthat were enteredinto between
the United StatesGovernment and LOCKHEED regardlessof any writing to eliminate or limit
them.
3.

The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breachedby LOCKHEED in

that the life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft were completely and wholly inadequate
for the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systems of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequateas follows:
a.

the Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems did not safely or properly
provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced by
the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed air system;
c.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
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d.

o
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the li fe support systemsdid not safely and reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheatconditions and bleed air contamination,such that the engine bleed
air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air
systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequateand

reliable warning sensors;
g.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systerns, which were known to
LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings as

there were and are none:
i.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot
in the event of a malfunction;
j.

the life support systems did include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

systembecausethe existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and
its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity.
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k.

the li fe support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

stepsto provide the pilots with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systemsfailures.
4.

The warranty of merchantability was breached by LOCI(HEED because the

OBOGS and the ECS and the life support systemswere not of fair or averagequality of other
ECS or OBOGS or life support systemsmade by competitors nor were they of the same quality
as others designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by LOCKHEED in that these systerns
failed to function as required.
5.

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs

decedent,JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16,2010.
6.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
7.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/orany similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.
COUNT VI
Survival Action/Breach of Warrantv - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
Plaintiff

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

t7

HANEY,

I

deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION.

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
1.

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

There existed on November 16, 2010 certainwarranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contractsthat were enteredinto between
the United StatesGovernment and LOCKHEED regardlessof any writing to eliminate or limit
them.
3.

The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breachedby LOCI(HEED in

that the life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were and are completely and wholly
inadequatefor the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequateas follows:
a.

the Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems did not safely or properly
provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced by
the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed air system;
c.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed
air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof theF-22
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Raptor aircraft and theseconditions were known to LOCKH EED but were not known to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air
systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequateand

reliable warning sensors;
g.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to
LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings

there were and are none;
i.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot
in the event of a malfunction;
j.

the life support systemsdid not include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

systembecausethe existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and
its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity.
k.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

stepsto provide the pilots with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systemsfailures.
4.

The warranty of merchantability was breached by LOCKHEED because the
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OBOGS and the ECS and the life support systemswere not of fair or average quality of other
ECS or OBOGS or life support systemsmade by competitors nor were they of the same quality
as others designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by LOCKHEED in that these systems
failed to function as required.
5.

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs

decedent,JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including
consciouspain and suffering prior to his deathon November 16, 2010 and had he survived,he
would have been entitled to bring a causeof action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and
such action has survived him.
6.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT VII
Wroneful Death/Breach of Contract - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
Plaintiff
HANEY,

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION,

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"). states:
1.

On or before November 16, 20T0, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

The United StatesGovernment entered into a contract with LOCKHEED for the
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designand manufactureof $100,000,000.00
per copy fifth generationstealthfighter.
3.

The purpose of that contract was to provide the United StatesAir Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipsethose operatedby the world's other air forces.
4.

The pilot life support requirementsof the contract were perfonnancerequirements

only, with the contractor LOCKHEED to decide what system would best meet the requirernents
for performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to support pilot
performancefor the flight envelopeand mission of the aircraft.
5.

The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instanceplaintiff s decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
6.

It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped
with an Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), an Environmental Control System
("ECS") and other life support systems that would provide, under all anticipatable flight
conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot to be able to control his or
her aircraft and survive the flight.
7.

LOCKHEED breached its contract for the creditor beneficiarv. JEFFREY

HANEY, by failing to meet its obligationsas follows:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life supportsystemsthat did not safely
or properly provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful
contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the
engine bleed air system;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft
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with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure modes and oxygen
contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots
or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor the numerousfailures, faults
and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accounted for known failure modes and
protected critical life support systemsfrom the impact of bleed air system failures, faults
and malfunctions;
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systernsthat included adequateand reliable warning
sensors;
g.

failing to design, manufacture, diskibute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to
alert pilots or maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,which were known to
LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safeand reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that
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automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the eventof a
malfunction;
j.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems because the F-22 Raptor included a backup
oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation
mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot
to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speedsexceeding the
speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity;
k.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, build and integrate the crew life

supportsystems,including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsintheF-22
Raptor aircraft;
l.

failing to properlyandadequatelyperformtheir contractsin goodfaith to protect

thosewho servetheir countrv:
m.

failing to properlyand adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentso that

stepscouldbe takento train pilots andequipthemwith necessary
back-upequipment;
n.

failing to properlyand adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentof the

weaknesses
and defectsin the OBOGS,the ECS, and other life supportsystemsso adequate
manualscouldhavebeenpreparedfor pilots andmaintenance
crews;
o.

failing to properlyand adequatelyredesignthe OBOGS,the ECS,and otherlife

supportsystemsin to correctknowndeficiencies;
p.

failing to properlyandadequatelytakeall reasonable
stepsto providepilots with

redundancy
giventhe knownhistoryof OBOGS,ECSandotherlife supportsystemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of the breach of contract by LOCKHEED, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16. 2010.
9.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
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as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunderthe Wrongful DeathAct
chosenby the Court.

10.

ANNA HANEY is the Court AppointedPersonalRepresentative
of the Estateof

JEFFREY HANEY, deceasedand she brings this causeof action Pursuantto the Illinois
WrongfulDeathStatute,740 ILCS 180/1,et seq.and/orany similarAct deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE,plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentative
of the Estateof
JEFFREYHANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment againstdefendant,LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATIONin an amountin excessof the minimumamountrequiredfor jurisdictionin the
Law Divisionof the CircuitCourtof CookCountv.Illinois.
COUNT VIII

Plaintifl

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION.

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
l.

On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

The United StatesGovernment enteredinto a contract with LOCKHEED for the

designand manufactureof $100,000,000.00
per copy fifth generationstealthfighter.
3.

The purpose of that contract was to provide the United StatesAir Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipsethose operatedby the world's other air forces.
4.

The pilot life support requirementsof the contract were perforrnancerequirements

only, with the contractor LOCKHEED to decide what system would best meet the requirements
for performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to support pilot
performancefor the flight envelopeand mission of the aircraft..
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The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instanceplaintiff s decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
6.

It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped
with an Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS") \, m Environmental Control System
("ECS") and other life support systems that would provide, under all anticipatable flight
conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathableoxygen for the pilot to be able to control his or
her aircraft and survive the flisht.
7.

LOCKHEED breached its contract for the creditor beneficiarv" JEFFREY

HANEY, by failing to meet its obligationsas follows:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systemsthat did not safely
or properly provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful
contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the
engine bleed air system;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure modes and oxygen
contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots
or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor the numerousfailures, faults
and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
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supportthe OBOGS,ECSand other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat accounted for known failure modes and
protected critical life support systemsfrom the impact of bleed air system failures, faults
and malfunctions;
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat included adequateand reliable warning
SENSOTS;

g.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to
alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the life support systems,which were known to
LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsthat included a backup oxygen systern that
automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a
malfunction;
j.

failing to design, manufacture,distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systemsbecause the F-22 Raptor included a backup
oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation
mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot
to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticated aircraft at speedsexceeding the
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speedofsound and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity;
k.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, build and integrate the crew life

support systems,including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsin the F-22
Raptor aircraft;
l.

failing to properlyandadequately
performtheir contractsin goodfaith to protect

thosewho servetheir countrv:
m.

failing to properlyand adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentso that

stepscouldbe takento train pilots andequipthemwith necessary
back-upequipment;
n.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentof the

weaknesses
and defectsin the OBOGS,the ECS, and other life supportsystemsso adequate
manualscouldhavebeenpreparedfor pilots andmaintenance
crews;
o.

failing to properlyand adequatelyredesignthe OBOGS,the ECS,and otherlife

supportsystemsin to correctknown deficiencies;
p.

failing to properlyandadequatelytakeall reasonable
stepsto providepilots with

redundancygiventhe knownhistoryof OBOGS,ECSandotherlife supportsystemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs

decedent, JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including
consciouspain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he
would have been entitled to bring a causeof action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and
such action has survived him.
9.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiffl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
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CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amountrequiredfor jurisdictionin the
Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.
COUNT IX
Wroneful Death/Fraud - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
Plaintiff, ANNA

HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION,

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
1.

LOCKHEED committed actual fraud on the United States Government and

therefore its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly designing, manufacturing, distributing
and selling an unreasonablydangerousand defectiveF-22 Raptor aircraft, including its Onboard
Oxygen GeneratingSystem ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS") and its
other life support systems.
2.

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonablydangerousand defective as follows:
a.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen
to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

it was designed, rnanufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful
elementsand compoundsby the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air systern;
c.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and
oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft..
d-

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
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engine bleed air system
, includingbut not limited to overheat conditionsand bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were
known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
e.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
f.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand unreliable;
g.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of
the life support systems,which were known to LOCKHEED;
h.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective oxygen backup systern that did not automatically provide life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times
the force gravity;
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it was designed,manufacfured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand
defective life support systemsthat did not take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
failures.
3.

The fraud of LOCKHEED included,but is not limited to the following:
a.

Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its
ECS and its other life support systems met the performance requirements of the crew
survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
b.

Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its
ECS and its other life support systems, met the reliability requirements of the crew
survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
c.

Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its
ECS and its other life support systems met systems integration requirements when
LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
d.

Before November 16,2I1L,LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systemswould provide
early and adequatewarning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these systemswhen
LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
e.

Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its
ECS and its other life support systemswould work with oxygen masks, counter-pressure
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gaffnents, anti-exposure gannents and high "g" maneuvering when LOCKHEEDknew
that thev would not:
f.

Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22
Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when
LOCKHEED knew that it had not:
g.

Before Novernber 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenanceinformation to
allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and
its other life support systemsin the field when LOCKHEED knew that it had not;
4.

Before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,
including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systemsthat would allow our fighting
men and women to survive combat, when LOCKHEED knew that it had not provided such and
aircraft nor such systemsto allow our pilots to survive even routine training missions, such as the
one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

As a direct result of the fraud of

LOCKHEED that continues to this date, the United StatesAir Force has had to. ground and/or
severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which has severely limited the aircraft's combat
operations,range, and utility and the plaintiff s decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
5.

As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED that continues to this date. the

United States Air Force has awarded LOCKHEED a new multi-million dollar contract to
investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systems, of which LOCKHEED has had continuing knowledge since the
inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedent
JEFFREY HANEY.
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As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED,plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY

HANEY was killed on November 16,2010.
7.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
8.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlor any similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.
COUNT X
Survival Action/Fraud - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
Plaintiff, ANNA
HANEY,

HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION,

(hereinafter"LOCKHEED"), states:
1.

LOCKHEED committed actual fraud on the United States Government and

therefore its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly designing, manufacturing, distributing
and selling an unreasonablydangerousand defecti veF-22Raptor aircraft,including its Onboard
Oxygen GeneratingSystem ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS") and its
other life support systems.
2.

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonablydangerousand defective as follows:
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it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathableoxygen
to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful
elementsand compoundsby the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;
c.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and
oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

it was designed, manufactured, diskibuted and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were
known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
e.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions:
it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and
defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand unreliable;
g.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of
aa
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thelife supportsystems,which were known to LOCKHEED;
h.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times
the force gravity;
k.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective life support systemsthat did not take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
failures.
3.

The fraud of LOCKHEED included,but is not limited to the following:
a.

Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS
and its other life support systems met the performance requirements of the crew
survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
b.

Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS
and its other life support systems, met the reliability requirements of the crew
survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
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Before November16,2010LOCKHEEDrepresent
ed to the UnitesStates

Government and to the public that the F-22Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS
and its other life support systems met systems integration requirements when
LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
d.

Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systemswould provide
early and adequatewarning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these systemswhen
LOCKHEED knew that thev did not:
e.

Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its
ECS and its other life support systemswould work with oxygen masks, counter-pressure
garments, anti-exposuregarments and high oog"maneuvering when LOCKHEED knew
that they would not;
f.

Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22
Raptor airvaft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when
LOCKHEED knew that it had not;
g.

Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenanceinformation to
allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and
its other life support systemsin the field when LOCKHEED knew that it had not;
h.

Before Novernber 16,2010, LOCKHEED representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,
including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systemsthat would allow our
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fighting men and women to survive combat. when LOC KHEED knew that it had not
provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even routine
training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
4.

As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED that continues to this date, the

United StatesAir Force has had to ground and/or severelylimit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,
which has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations,range, and utility and the plaintifPs
decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
5.

As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED that continues to this date. the

United States Air Force has awarded LOCKHEED a new multi-million dollar contract to
investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systems, of which LOCKHEED has had continuing knowledge since the
inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedent
JEFFREYHANEY.
6.

As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED, plaintiffls decedent,JEFFREY

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and
suffering prior to his death on November 16,2010 and had he survived, he would have been
entitled to bring a causeof action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has
survived him.
7,

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
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Law Divisionof theCircuitCourtof Cook County,Illinors.
COUNT XI
Wroneful Death/Product Liabilitv - BOEING CORPORATION
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY
HANEY,

deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING

CORPORATION, (hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:
1.

On or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed,manufactured,distributed,

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States
Government.
2.

On or before November 16,2010, BOEING was the integratorof the life support

systerns of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of individual life
support systems,engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability of each life
support system and other componentsand systemsof the F-22Raptor aircraft.
3.

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to
general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain
specificdesignspecifications.
4.

BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessily andlor appropriate to
meet the performancerequirementof the United StatesGovernment.
5.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
6.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.

JI

7.

o

On November 16, 2010 and at the time the components,life supportsystemsand

engine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of BOEING, they were
unreasonablvdefective in that:
a.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with an

Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System
('.ECS"), and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathable
oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air
system;
c.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerousand defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure
modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to BOEING but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
theseconditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers
of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
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faults and malfunctions;
f.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed,integratedand sold with

dangerous and defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand
unreliable:
g.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of
the failures of the life support systerns,which were known to BOEING;
h.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in
arLarea impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
. aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity;
k.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective life support systems that did not take all reasonablesteps to
provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft components,life support systems and engine bleed air systerndesigned,manufactured,
distributed, integrated and sold by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY was killed
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on November16,2010.
9'

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of
kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA
ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation
under the wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
10'

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentative
of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this
cause of action pursuant to the Illinois
wrongful Death Statute'740 ILcs 180/1, et seq. and/or
any similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment
againstdefendant,BOEING coRpoRATIoN
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required
for jurisdiction in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XII

Plaintiff
HANEY,

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of
the Estate of JEFFREy

deceased' complaining of defendant, BOEING
coRpoRATIoN,

(hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:
1'

on or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed,
manufactured,dishibuted.

integrated and sold certain components in
an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United states
Government.
2'

on or before November 16,2[1L,BOEING was the integrator
of the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible
for the selection of individual life
support systems,engine bleed air system and for
the integration and interoperability of each life
support systemand other componentsand systems
of the F-22Raptor aircraft.
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3.

o

O

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life supportsystems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to
general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain
specific design specifications.
4.

BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components,life support systems and engine bleed air system necessaryand/or appropriate to
meet the performancerequirement of the United StatesGovernment.
5.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
6.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
7.

On November 16, 2010 and at the time the components,life supportsystemsand

engine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of BOEING, they were
unreasonablydefective in that:
a.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with an

Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System
("ECS"), and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathable
oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air
system;
c.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure
4l

o

a

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were know n t o BOEING
but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures,
faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to
overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable
to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft
and
theseconditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers
of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known failure modes
and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
faults and malfunctions;
f.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate
and
unreliable:
g.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers
of
the failures of the life support systems,which were known to BoEING;
h.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective life support systernwarnings as there were none;
i.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide
life
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a
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dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity;
they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a dangerous and
defective life support systems that did not take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots with
redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft components,life support systems and engine bleed air system designed,manufactured,
distributed, integrated and sold by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY sustained
injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including consciouspain and suffering prior to his
deathon November 16,2010 and had he survived,he would have been entitled to bring a cause
of action for such personaland pecuniary injuries, and such action has survived him.
9.

Plaintifl ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment againstdefendant,BOEING CORPORATION
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT XIII
- BOEING CORpORATION
Wroneful Death/Neelieence
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of JEFFREy
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HANEY,

o

deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:
1'

On or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed,manufactured,distributed,

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft
to the United States
Government.
2.

On or before Novernber 16,2010, BOEING was the integratorof the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of
individual life
support systems,engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability
of each life
support systemand other componentsand systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systerns and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant
to
general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that
did not contain
specific designspecifications.
4.

BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary andlor
appropriate to
meet the performancerequirementof the United StatesGovernment.
5.

On November 16, 2010,plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaid F-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.
Alaska.
6'

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
7'

On or before November 16, 2010,BOEING was negligent, and that negligence

was the causeof the death of JEFFREY HANEY.
8.

The negligenceof BoEING consistedof the followins:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and
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reliable Onboard Oxygen GeneratingSystem (..OBOGS,,),

Environmental Control

System("ECS"), and other life supportsystemsthat safely
and properly provided
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was
free of harmful contaminants
and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS
and the engine bleed air
system;
failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe
and
reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure modes and
oxygen contamination
modes that were known to BoEING but were not known to the pilots
or maintainers of
F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous
failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed
air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the
F-22 Raptor aircraft and
theseconditions were known to BOEING but were not known to
the pilots or maintainers
of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known
failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air
system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and seil
safe and
reliable life support systemsthat included adequateand reliable
warning sensors;
g.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
safe and
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reliable instructionsfor the life supportsystemsas there
was nothing to alert pilots or
maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,
which were known to BOEING but
were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
h'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there
were none;
i'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen
system that automatically
provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the
event of a malfunction;
j'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
safe and

reliable life support systemsbecause theF-22 Raptor included a
backup oxygen system
which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation
mechanism was
located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible for
a pilot to reach while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speedsexceeding
the speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity.
k'

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture,integrate
and sell

the crew life support systems,including the OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systems
in the F-22Raptor aircraft;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contractsin good
faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment
so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them
with necessary back-up
equipment;
n'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment
of

the weaknessesand defects in the oBoGS, the ECS, and
other life support systems so
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and
maintenancecrews:

t
o.

I

failing to properly and adequately redesign the OB OGS, the
ECS" and

other life support systemsto correct known deficiencies;
p.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS,
ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.
9.

As a direct result of the negligenceof BOEING, plaintifls decedent,
JEFFREY

HANEY was killed on November 16,2010.
10'

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy,
his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his
minor daughter,as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the
Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
11'

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate
of

JEFFREY HANEY' deceased and she brings this cause of action
Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed
applicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof
the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant,BOEING
CORPORATION
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction
in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XIV

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY.

AS

Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter
"BOEING"), states:
l.

On or before November 16, 2010, BOEING designed,manufactured,
distributed
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andsold anF-22Raptoraircraftto the UnitedStatesGovernment.
2'

on or before November 16,2010, BOEING was the
integratorof the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible
for the selection of individual life
support systems,engine bleed air system and for the integration
and interoperability of each life
support systemand other componentsand systemsof the
F-22 Raptor aircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support
systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed
and sold pursuant to general,
performance-only contracts with the United States Government
that did not contain specific
designspecifications.
4'

BoEING

was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components,life support systems and engine bleed air system
necessary and/or appropriate to
meet the performancerequirement of the united states Government.
5'

On November 16, 2010,plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY,
was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint
Base Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
6'

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22
Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashed
and he was killed.
7'

On or before Novernber 16,2010, BOEING was negligent, and
that negligence

was the causeof the death of JEFFREY HANEY.
8.

The negligenceof BoEING consistedof the following:
a'

failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate and sell a
safe and

reliable onboard oxygen Generating System ("oBoGS"),

the Environmental Control

System ("ECS"), and other life support systems that safely
and properly provided
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
a safe and

o

reliablemethodto supplythe pilot with oxygen
that was free of harmful contaminants
and compoundsthat were introducedby the oBoGS,

the ECS and the enginebleedair

system;
c'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure
modes and oxygen contamination
modes that were known to BOEING but were not known
to the pilots or maintainers of
F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for
the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including
but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine
bleed air is not suitable to
support the oBoGS, ECS and other life supporl systems
of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
theseconditions were known to BOEING but were not
known to the pilots or maintainers
of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known
failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed
air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
f'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat included adequate
and reliable warning
g'

sensors;

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support systems
as there was nothing to alert pilots or
maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,
which were known to BoEING but
were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22
Raptor aircraft;
h'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and
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reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there were
none;
i'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe
and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system
that automatically
provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of
a malfunction;
j'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsbecause theF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen
system
which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism
was
located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach
while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speedsexceeding the speed
of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity.
k.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems,including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
in the F-22Raptor aircraft;
l.

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary
back-up
equipment;
n.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment of

the weaknessesand defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support
systems so
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and maintenancecrews;
o-

failing to properly and adequately redesign the oBoGS, the ECS. and

other life support systemsto correct known deficiencies;
p'

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS
and other life support

systemsfailures;
q.

failing to properly and adequatelytake all reasonablestepsto provide

pilots with redundancygiven the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.
9.

As a direct result the negligenceof BOEING, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREy

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain
and
suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have
been
entitled to bring a causeofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action
has
survived him.
10.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment againstdefendant,BOEING CORPORATION
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division
of
the Circuit Court of Cook County. Illinois.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY,
HANEY,

AS

Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING

CORPORATION,

(hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:
1.

On or before November 16, 2010, BOEING designed,manufactured,distributed

and sold certain componentsin anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernmenr.
2.

On or before November 16,2010, BOEING was the integratorof the life support
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systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
was responsible for the selection of individual
life
support systerns,engine bleed air system
and for the integration and interoperability of each
life
support system and other componentsand systems
of the F_22Raptor aircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life
support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured,
distributed and sold pursuant to general,
performance-only contracts with the United
States Government that did not contain specific
designspecifications.
4'

BOEING was given complete latitude in the design
and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed
air system necessaryand/or appropriate to
meet the performancerequirernentof the united StatesGovernment.
5'

There existed on November 76, 2010 certainwarranties of
fitness for a particular

pulpose and merchantability that were implied from
the contractsthat were enteredinto between
the united StatesGovernment and BoEING regardless
of any writing to eliminate or limit them.
6'

The warranty of fitness for a particular pu{pose was breached
by BOEING in that

the life support systemsof the F-22Raptor aircraft were
completely and wholly inadequatefor
the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The life
support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft
were and are completely and wholly inadequateas follows:
a'

the Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"),
Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems
safely and properly provided
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply
the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and
compounds that were introduced bv
the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed air system;
c'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account
for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known
to BOEING but were not

known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably
account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine
bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheatconditions and bleed air contamination,
such that the engine bleed
air is not suitableto supportthe oBoGS, ECS and other life support
systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to BOEING but were
not known to the
pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact
of bleed air
systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequateand

reliable warning sensors;
g'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,which were known
to BOEING but
were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings
as

there were and are none;
i'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable
oxygen to the pilot
in the event of a malfunction;
j'

the life support systemsdid not include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

systembecausethe existing backup oxygen system could be activated
only manually, and
its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneathand
behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered
the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speedof sound and while he or she
experiencedforces

many times the force gravity.
k.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

stepsto provide the pilots with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systemsfailures.
7.

The warranty of merchantability was breachedby BOEING becausethe OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systemswere not of fair or average quality of other ECS or
OBOGS or life support systemsmade by competitors nor were they of the samequality as others
designed,manufactured,sold or distributed by BOEING in that these systemsfailed to function
as required.
8.

As a direct result of the breachesof warrantiesby BOEING, plaintiffls decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 2010.
9.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
10.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlorany similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifi ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment againstdefendant,BOEING CORPORATION
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT XVI
SurvivalAction/Breachof Warrantv - BOEING CORPORATION
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Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY,

AS

Personal Representative of the Estate of
JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant,
BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter
"BOEING"), states:
l'

on or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed,
manufactured,distributed

and sold certain componentsin an F-22 Raptor aircraft
to the united StatesGovernment.
2'

on or before November 16,2010, BOEING was the integrator
of the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible
for the selection of individual life
support systems,engine bleed air system and for the integration
and interoperability of each life
support systemand other componentsand systemsof the
F_22Raptor aircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support
systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed
and sold pursuant to general,
performance-only contracts with the United States
Government that did not contain specific
design specifications.
4'

BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and
selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system
necessary and,lorappropriate to
meet the performancerequirementof the united states Government.
5'

There existed on Novernber 16, 2070 certainwarranties of
fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from
the contractsthat were enteredinto between
the United StatesGovernment and BoEING regardlessof any
writing to eliminate or limit them.
6'

The warranty of fitness for a particular pu{posewas breached
by B9EING in that

the life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft were
completely and wholly inadequatefor the
pu{pose intended, which was safe flight. The life
support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft
were and are completely and wholly inadequateas follows:

a.

the onboard oxygen GeneratingSystem (..oBoGS',), Environmental

control System("ECS"), and other life support systemsdid not
safely or properly

provide breathableoxygen to the pilot
b'

operating the afucraft;

the life support systems did not safely
and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants
and compounds that were introduced bv
the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed
c.

air system;

the life support systems did not safely and
reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that
were known to BOEING but were not
known to the pilots or maintain ersof F_22Raptor
aircraft.
d'

the life support systems did not safely and
reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions

of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air
contamination,

such that the engine bleed

air is not suitableto supportthe oBoGS, ECS
and other life supportsystemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known

to BOEING but were not known to the

pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

the life support systems did not safely and
reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support
systems from the impact of bleed air
systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably
include adequateand

reliable warning sensors;
g'

the life support systems did not safely and
reliably alert pilots or

maintainersof the failures of the life support
systems,which were known to BoEING but
were not known to pilots and maintainersof
the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably
contain warnings as

there were and are nong;
the life support systerns did not safely and reliably
include a backup
oxygen system that automatically provides life
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support or breathableoxygen to the pilot

in the event of a malfunction;
j.

the life support systems did include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

systernbecausethe existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and
its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity.
k.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

stepsto provide the pilots with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systemsfailures.
7.

The warranty of merchantability was breachedby BOEING becausethe OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systemswere not of fair or average quality of other ECS or
OBOGS or life support systemsmade by competitors nor were they of the samequality as others
designed,manufactured,sold or distributed by BOEING in that these systemsfailed to function
as required.
8.

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious
pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have
been entitled to bring a causeofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action
has survived him.
9.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755 ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicable by the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
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JEFFREYHANEY, deceased
demandsjudgmentagainstdefendant,BOEING
coRpoRATIoN
m an amount in excessof the minimum
amount required for jurisdiction in the Law
Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.
COUNT XVII

Plaintiff
HANEY,

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative
of the Estate of JEFFREy

deceased, complaining of defendant,
BOEING

coRpoRATION,

(hereinafter

"BOEING',), states:
l'

on or before November 16,2010, BOEING
designed,manufactured,distributed

and sold certain componentsin an F-22
Raptor aircraftto the United states Government.
2'

The United States Government entered into
a contract with BoEING for the

design'manufacture,selectionand integration
of the life supportsystemsin the $100,000,000.00
per oopy fifth generationstealth fighter.
3'

The purpose of that contract was to provide
the united states Air Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipsethose
operatedby the world,s other air forces.
4'

The pilot life support requirementsof the
contract were perfonnance requirements

only' with the contractor BoEING to
decide what system would best meet the.requirements
for
performance that included mission
profile and sufficient breathable oxygen
to support pilot
performance for the flight enverope
and mission of the aircraft.
5'

The entire objective of the pilot life support
portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instance
plaintiff s decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
6'

It was the objective, purpose and
specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot
and the specific objective that he or she be
equipped
with an onboard oxygen Generating
System ("oBoGS"), an Environmental control
system
("ECS"), other life support systems
and an engine bleed air system that would provide,
under all
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anticipatable flight conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable
oxygen for the pilot to be
able to control his or her aircraft and survive the flight.
7.

BOEING breached its contract for the creditor beneficiary, JEFFREy HANEy,

by failing to meet its obligationsas follows:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, dishibute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly
provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants
and compoundsthat were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed
air
system;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure modes and oxygen contamination
modes that were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers
of
F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d-

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults
and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable
to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft
and
theseconditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers
ofF-22 Raptor airuaft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults
and
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malfunctions:
f'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
safe and

reliable life support systemsthat included adequateand reliable
warning sensors;
g'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe
and

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing
to alert pilots or
maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,which were known
to B9EING but
were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there wero none;
i'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically
provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a
malfunction;
j.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsbecausetheF-22 Raptor included a backup
oxygen system
which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism
was
located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot
to reach while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speedsexceeding the
speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity.
k'

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems,including the OBOGS, ECS and other life
support systems
in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contractsin good faith
to

protect those who servetheir country;
m'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment
so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with
necessary back-up
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equipment;
n'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment
of

the weaknessesand defectsin the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life
support systemsso
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and maintenance
crews:
o.

failing to properly and adequately redesign the oBoGS, the ECS"
and

other life support systemsin to correct known deficiencies;
p'

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS
and other life support
systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of the breach of contract by BOEING, plaintiffs decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 20T0.
9'

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy,
his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor
daughter,as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful
Death Act
chosenby the Court.
l0'

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate
of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant
to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlorany similar Act
deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof
the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant,BOEING
CORPORATION
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction
in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.
COUNT XVIII
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Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the
Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, BOEING CORPORATION,
(hereinafter
"BOEING"), states:
1.

On or before November r 6, 2010, BOEING designed,manufactured,
distributed,

integrated and sold certain components and systems in the F-22
Raptor aircraft to the united
StatesGovernment.
2'

The United States Government entered into a contract with BOEING
for the

design,manufacture,selectionand integrationof the life supportsystemsin
the $100,000.000.00
per copy fifth generationstealth fighter.
3'

The purpose of that contract was to provide the United StatesAir Force
with a

fighter airqaft that would eclipsethose operatedby the world's other air forces.
4'

The pilot life support requirementsof the contract were perfornance requirements

only, with the contractor BOEING to decide what system would best meet the
requirementsfor
performance that included mission profile and sufficient
breathable oxygen to support pilot
performancefor the flight envelopeand mission of the aireraft..
5'

The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to
benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instanceplaintiff s decedentJEFFREy HANEy.
6'

It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that
the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective was
that he or she be
equipped with an Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"),
an Environmental Control
System ("ECS") other life support systemsand an engine bleed air
system that would provide,
under all anticipatableflight conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable
oxygen for the pilot
to be able to control his or her aircraft and survive the flight.
7'

BOEING breached its contract for the creditor beneficiary, JEFFREy
HANEy.

by failing to meet its obligationsas follows:
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a.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly
provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants
and compoundsthat were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air
system;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure modes and oxygen contamination
modes that were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of
F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
theseconditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers
of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions:
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat included adequateand reliable warning sensors;
g.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
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reliable instructions for the life support systems
as there was nothing to alert pilots or
maintainersof the failures of the life support
systems,which were known to BoEING

but

were not known to pilots and maintainersof the
F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings
as there were none;
i'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup
oxygen system that automatically
provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot
in the event of a malfunction;
j'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsbecause theF-22 Raptor
included a backup oxygen system
which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was
located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceeding the speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces many times
the force gravity.
k'

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture,
integrate and sell

the crew life support systems,including the oBoGS,
ECS and other life support systems
in the F-22 Raptor airtaft;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contracts
in good faith to

protect thosewho servetheir country;
m'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United
StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and
equip them with necessary back-up
equipment;
failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United
StatesGovernment of
the weaknessesand defects in the oBoGS, the
ECS, and other life support systems so
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots
and maintenancecrews;
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o.

failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS,the ECS, and

other life support systemsin to correct known deficiencies;
p.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of the breachesof wa:ranties by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious
pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16,2010 and had he survived,he would have
been entitled to bring a causeof action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action
has survived him.
9.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicable by the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment againstdefendant,BOEING CORPORATION
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook Countv" Illinois.
COUNT XIX
Wroneful Death/Fraud - BOEING CORPORATION
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY,

deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:
1.

BOEING committed actual fraud on the United StatesGovernment and therefore

its employeeJEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying unreasonablydangerousand defective
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components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its Onboard Oxygen Generating System
("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS"), its other life support systems and
enginebleed air system.
2.

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonablydangerousand defective as follows:
a.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen
to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

it was desigued, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful
elementsand compoundsby the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;
c.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and
oxygen contamination modes that were known to BOEING but were not known to the
pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
.

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systerns of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were
known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
e.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
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f.

o

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand unreliable;
g.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of
the life support systems,which were known to BOEING;
h.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times
the force gravity;
k. .

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective life support systemsthat did not take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
failures.
3.

The fraud of BOEING included,but is not limited to, the following:
a.

before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the
performance requirements of the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that
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they did not;
b.

before November 16, 2010 BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the
reliability requirementsof the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that they
did not;
c.

before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems met systems
integration requirementswhen BOEING knew that they did not;
d.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor
aircraft systems,including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems,would
provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these
systemswhen BOEING knew that they did not;
e.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work
with oxygen masks, counter-pressuregarments, anti-exposure garments and high "g"
maneuveringwhen BOEING knew that they would not;
f.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22
Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when
BOEING knew that it had not:

g-

beforeNovember16, 2010,BOEING represented
to the unites states
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Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenanceinformation
to
allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS
and
its other life support systemsin the field when BOEING knew that it had not;
h.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Governmentand to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,
including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems that would allow our
fighting men and women to survive combat, when BOEING knew that it had not
provided such and aircraft nor such systemsto allow our pilots to survive even routine
training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
4.

As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the United

StatesAir Force has had to ground and/or severelylimit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which
has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintiffs
decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
5.

As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has awarded BOEING a new multi-million dollar contract to investigate
the
failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and other life support
systems' of which BOEING has had continuing knowledge since the inception of the
F-22
Raptor program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
6.

As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREy

HANEY was killed on November 16,20T0.
7.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,
as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death
Act
chosenby the Court.
8.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of
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JEFFREY HANEY, deceasedand she brings this cause
of action pursuantto the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1,et seq.and/orany

similarAct deemedapplicableby

theCourt.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative
of the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against
defendant,BOEING CoRpoRATIoN
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction
in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

Plaintifl
HANEY,

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate
of JEFFREy

deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING

coRpoRATIoN,

(hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:
1'

BOEING committed actual fraud on the United StatesGovernment
and therefore

its employeeJEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying
umeasonablydangerousand defective
components in the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its
Onboard oxygen Generating System
("oBoGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS"),
its other life support systems and
enginebleed air system.
2'

TheF-22Raptor aircraft was unreasonablydangerousand defective
as follows:
a'

it was designed,manufactured,dishibutedand sold with an
OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide
breathableoxygen
to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b'

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with
the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen
contaminated by harmful
elementsand compoundsby the oBoGS, the ECS and
the engine bleed air systern;
c.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in
a dangerous and
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defective condition that ignored the known life support systems
failure modes and
oxygen contamination modes that were known to BOEING
but were not known to the
pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous
and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions
and bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support
the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these
conditions were
known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers
of F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
e'

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous
and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes
and did not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system
failures, faults and
malfunctions;
f

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous
and

defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand unreliable;
g'

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous
and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers
of the failures of
the life support systems,which were known to BOEING:
h'

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous
and

defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sord with a dangerous
and

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide
life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a
dangerousand
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defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and
whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an
area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft
at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many
times
the force gravity;
k.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective life support systemsthat did not take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
failures.
3.

The fraud of BoEING included,but is not limited to, the following:
a.

before November 16, 2010 BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the
performance requirements of the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that
they did not;
b.

before November 16, 2010 BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F.-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the
reliability requirementsof the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that thev
did not;
c.

before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems mer systems
integration requirementswhen BOEING knew that they did not;
d.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States
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Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor
aircraft systems,including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems,would
provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these
systemswhen BOEING knew that they did not;
e.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work
with oxygen masks, counter-pressuregarments, anti-exposure garments and high "g"
maneuveringwhen BOEING knew that they would not;
f.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22
Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when
BOEING knew that it had not:
g.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenanceinformation to
allow diagnosticand repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,including its OBOGS, its ECS and
its other life support systemsin the field when BOEING knew that it had not;
h.

before November 16, 2010, BOEING representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,
including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systemsthat would allow our
fighting men and women to survive combat, when BOEING knew that it had not
provided such and aircraft nor such systemsto allow our pilots to survive even routine
training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedentJEFFREY HANEy.
4.

As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the United

StatesAir Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which

o

o

has severelylimited the aircraft's combat operations,range, and
uti lity and the plaintiffs
decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
5.

As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the
United

States Air Force has awarded BOEING a new multi-million dollar
contract to investigate the
failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS
and other life support
systems' of which BOEING has had continuing knowledge since the inception
of the F-22
Raptor program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedentJEFFREY
HANEY.
6.

As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING, plaintifls decedent,JEFFREy

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain
and
suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would
have been
entitled to bring a causeofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such
action has
survived him.
7.

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,
commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, andlor any other similar Act deemedapplicable
by the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate
of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant,BOEING CORPORATION
in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in
the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook County. Illinois.

COUNT XXI
_ HONE
INCORPORATED

INTERN

Plaintiff; ANNA HANEY. as PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of JEFFREY
HANEY,

deceased, complaining of

defendant, HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL.
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INCORPORATED,(hereinafter.,HONEyWELL',), states:
1.

On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured,

diskibuted,integratedand sold certain componentsin an F-22 Raptor aircraft
to the United
StatesGovernment.
2'

On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL

was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the Onboard Oxygen
Generating System
("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life
support systems and engine
bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and
sold pursuant to
general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government
that did not contain
specificdesignspecifications.
4'

HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of
the

oBoGS and other components, life support systems and engine bleed
air system necessary
and/or appropriateto meet the performancerequirementof the United States
Government.
5'

On November 16, 2010, plaintiffls decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base
Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
6'

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor
aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he
was killed.
7'

On November 16, 2010 and at the time the components,life support
systemsand

engine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control
of HONEyWELL, they were
unreasonablydefective in that:
a'

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with

an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly
provide
IJ

o

breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b'

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and
sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with
oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elements and compounds by the oBoGS, the ECS
and the engine bleed air
system;
c'

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold
in a

dangerousand defective condition that ignored the known life support
systems failure
modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEYWELL
but were
not known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold
in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous
failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not
limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed
air is not suitable to
support the oBoGS' ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22
Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not
known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold
in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known
failure modes and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of
bleed air system failures,
faults and malfunctions;
f'

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and
sold with

dangerous and defective life support warning sensors
that were inadequate and
unreliable:
g'

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and
sold with

dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots
or maintainersof

o

o

the failures of the life support systems,which were known to HON EYWELL;
h.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective life support systemwamings as there were none;
i.

they were designed,manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide
life
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity;
k-

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective life support systems that did not take all reasonablesteps to
provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and
other
life support systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft components,life support systemsand engine bleed air system designed,manufactured,
distributed, integrated and sold by HONEYWELL, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREy
HANEy was
killed on November16,2010.
9.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,
as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful
Death Act
chosenby the Court.
l0'

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

o

JEFFREY HANEY, deceasedand she brings this
cause of action pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or

any similar Act deemedapplicableby

the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY

HANEY,

INTERNATIONAL,

deceased demands judgment

against defendant, HoNEywELL

INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum
amount

requiredfor jurisdiction in the Law Division of the circuit
court of cook county, Illinois.
COUNT XXII
SUTViVAIACtiON/PrOdUCt
LiAbiIiW _ HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL.

INCORPORATED
Plaintiff
HANEY,

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate
of JEFFREy

deceased, complaining

of

defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL.

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter,.HONEyWELL',), states
:
1'

on or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL
designed, manufactured.

distributed, integrated and sold certain components in
an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United
StatesGovernment.
2'

On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL

was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the
onboard oxygen Generating System
("oBoGS")' Environmental Control System ("ECS"),
other life support systemsand ensine
bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support
systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured,
distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to
general, performance-only contracts with the
united States Government that did not contain
specific designspecifications.
4'

HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design
and selection of the
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OBOGS and other components
, life supportsystemsand enginebleed alr system necessary
and/or appropriateto meet the performancerequirement of the United StatesGovernment.
5.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.
Alaska.
6.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
7.

On November 16, 2010 and at the time the components,life supportsystemsand

engine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of HONEYWELL, thev were
unreasonablydefective in that:
a.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integratedand sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b-

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air
system;
c.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure
modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were
not known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
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supportthe OBOGS,ECs and otherlife supportsystemsof the F-22
Raptoraircraftand
these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not
known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold
in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known failure
modes and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air
system failures,
faults and malfunctions;
f.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate
and
unreliable;
g.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers
of
the failures of the life support systems,which were known to HoNEywELL;
h.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i'

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide
life
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated
only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanismwas located underneathand behind

the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the
sophisticated
ahcraft at speedsexceeding the speedof sound and while he or she experienced
forces
many times the force gravity;
they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a
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dangerous and defective life support systems that did not take
all reasonablesteps to
provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history
of oBOGS, ECS and other
life support systemsfailures.
8'

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaiddefects of the F-22
Raptor

aircraft components,life support systems and engine bleed air system designed,
manufacfured,
distributed, integrated and sold by HONEYWELL, plaintiffs

decedent, JEFFREY HANEY

sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain
and suffering
prior to his death on Novernber 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would
have been entitled to
bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action
has survived
him.
9.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5/27-6, commonly
known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed
applicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate
of
JEFFREY

HANEY,

INTERNATIONAL,

deceased demands judgment

against defendant, HONEyWELL

INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount

required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv"
Illinois.

COUNT XXIII

Plaintiff
HANEY,

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

deceased, complaining

of

defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter .,HONEyWELL',). states:
l'

On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured.

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.

o

2.

On or before November 16, 2010,
HONEYWELL was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator
and seller of the Onboard Oxygen Generating
System
("OBOGS"), Environmental Control
System (.,ECS,,),other life support systems
and ensine
bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components,
life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured,
distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to
general' performance-only contracts
with the United States Government that did not
contain
specific designspecifications.
4'

HONEYWELL was given complete latitude
in the design and selection of the

components' life support systems and engine
bleed air system necessaryand/or appropriate to
meet the performancerequirementof the
united StatesGovernment.
5'

on November 16, 2010,plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY
HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from,
and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.
Alaska.
6'

on November 16, 2010, while operating in
Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintifPs decedent,JEFFREY
HANEY crashedand he was killed.
7.

on or before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL

was negligent, and that

negligencewas the causeof the deathof
JEFFREY HANEY.
8.

The negligenceof HoNEywELL
a'

consistedof the foilowing:

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell a safe and

reliable oBoGS, ECS, and other life support
systemsthat safely and properly provided
breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the
aircraft;
b'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with
oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants
and compounds that were introduced by the
oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air
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system;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure modes and oxygen contamination
modes that were known to HONEYWELL

but were not known to the pilots or

maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat included adequateand reliable warning sensors;
g.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or
maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to
HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
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reliable life supportsystemsthat includeda backup
oxygen systemthat automatically
provide life support or breathableoxygen to
the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsbecause theF-22 Raptor
included a backup oxygen system
which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was
located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible
for a pilot to reach while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speeds
exceeding the speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity.
k'

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate
and sell

the crew life support systems,including the oBoGS, ECS
and other life support systems
in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contracts in good
faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment
so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them
with necessary back-up
equipment;
n'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment

of

the weaknessesand defects in the oBoGS, the ECS,
and other life support systems so
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and
maintenancecrews;
o.

failing to properly and adequatelyredesign the oBoGS,
the ECS, and

other life support systemsto correct known deficiencies;
p'

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps
to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history
of oBoGS, ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.
9.

As a direct result of the

of HONEYWELL, plaintifps decedent,
84

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 2010.
10.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,
as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death
Act
chosenby the Court.
I l.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and./orany similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY

HANEY,

deceased demands judgment

against defendant, HONEyWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required
for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XXIV

Plaintiff
HANEY,

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

deceased, complaining

of

defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter',HONEyWELL"), states:
1.

On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

On or before November 16, 201,0, HONEYWELL

was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the Onboard Oxygen Generating System
("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life support systems
and engine
bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.
3.

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine
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bleed air system were designed, manufactured,
distributed and sold pursuantto general,
performance-only contracts with the
United States Governmentthat did not contain specific
designspecifications.
4'

HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in
the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine
bleed air system necessaryand/or appropriate
to
meet the performancerequirementof the United
StatesGovernment.

5.

On November16, 2010,plaintiffs decedent,
JEFFREYHANEY,

the aforesaidF-22Raptoraircraftfrom, and in proximity

was operating

to, Joint BaseElm endorf-Richardson,

Alaska.
6'

on November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska,
the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintifPs decedent,JEFFREY HANEY
crashedand he was killed.
7'

on or before November 76, 2010, HONEYWELL
was negligent, and that

negligencewas the causeof the deathof JEFFREY
HANEY.
8.

The negligenceof HoNEywELL
a'

consistedof the following:

failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate
and sell a safe and

reliable oBoGS, ECS, and other life support systems
that safely and properly provided
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that
was free of harmful contaminants
and compounds that were introduced by the oBoGS,
the ECS and the engine bleed air
system;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor
failure modes and oxygen contamination
modes that were known to HoNEywELL
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.

but were not known to the pilots or

d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat included adequateand reliable warning sensors;
g.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or
maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to
HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat containedwarnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically
provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsbecausetheF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system
which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was
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located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area im possible
for a pilot to reach while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticated airuaft at speedsexceeding
the speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity.
k'

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate and
sell

the crew life support systems,including the OBOGS, ECS and other life
support systems
in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contractsin good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with negessary
back-up
equipment;
n.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentof

the weaknessesand defectsin the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems
so
adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and maintenancecrews;
o.

failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and

other life support systemsto correct known deficiencies;
p'

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and
other life support
systemsfailures.
9'

failing to properly and adequatelytake all reasonablestepsto provide pilots
with

redundancygiven the known history of OBoGS, ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.As
a direct result the negligence of HONEYWELL, plaintiffs decedent,
JEFFREY HANEY
sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious
pain and suffering
prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived,
he would have been entitled to
bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and
such action has survived

him.
10'

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative
of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action,
pursuant to 755 rLCS 5/27-6, commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or
any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY,

deceased dernands judgment

against defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount
in excessof the minimum amount required
for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit
Court of Cook County. Illinois.

COUNT XXV

INCORPORATED
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentativeof
the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY,

deceased, complaining of

defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED,(hereinafter..HONEyWELL,,), states
:
1'

on or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed,
manufactured,

distributed and sold certain componentsin an F-22
Raptor aircraft to the united states
Government.
2'

on or before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL

was the designer,

manufacturer'distributor, integrator and seller of the onboard
oxygen Generatingsystem
("oBoGS"), EnvironmentalControl System("ECS"),
other life supportsystemsand ensine
bleedair systemfor the F-22 Raptoraircraft.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components,life support
systemsand engine

bleed air system were designed,manufactured,distributed
and sold pursuant to general,
performance-only contracts with the united
States Government that did not contain specific

designspecifications.
4'

HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and
selection of the

components,life support systems and engine bleed air system
necessaryand/or appropriate to
meet the performancerequirement of the united StatesGovernment.
5'

There existed on November 16, 2010 certainwarranties of fitness
for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the
contractsthat were enteredinto between
the United StatesGovernment and HoNEYWELL regardless
of any writing to eliminate or limit
thern.
6'

The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breachedby
HONEyWELL

in that the life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft
were completely and wholly
inadequatefor the pu{pose intended, which was safe flight. The
life support systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequate
as follows:
a'

the OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems did not safely
or

properly provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the
aircraft;
b'

the life support systans did not safely and reliably supply the pilot
with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that
were introduced bv
the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed air system;
c'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEyWELL
but were
not known to the pilots or maintain ersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for
the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air
system, including but
not limited to overheatconditions and bleed air contamination,
such that the engine bleed
air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support
systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to HoNEywELL
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but were not known

o

to thepilots or maintainersof F_22Raptor
aircraft:
e'

the life support systems did not safely
and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical
life support systems from the impact of
bleed air
system failures, faults and malfunctions;
f'

the life support systemsdid not safely
and reliably include adequateand

reliable warning sensors;
g'

the life support systems did not safely
and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life
support systems, which were known
to
HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots
and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

the life support systems did not safely and
reliably contain warnings as

there were and are none:
i'

the life support systems did not safely
and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides

life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot

in the event of a malfunction;
j'

the life support systemsdid not include a
safe and reliable backup oxygen

systembecausethe existing backup oxygen
system could be
its manual activation mechanism was
and is

activated only manually, and

located underneathand behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach
while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed
of sound and while he or she experienced
forces
many times the force gravity.
k'

the life support systems did not safely
and reliably take all reasonable

stepsto provide the pilots with redundancygiven
the known history of oBoGs, ECS and
other life support systemsfailures.
7'

The warranty of merchantability was
breached by HoNEywELL

because the

oBoGS and the ECS and the life support
systemswere not of fair or average quality
of other
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o

ECSor OBOGSor life support systems
made by
as othersdesigned,manufactured,sold or

o

competitors nor were they of the samequality

distributedby HoNEywELL in that thesesystems

failedto functionasrequired.
8'

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties
by HoNEywELL, plaintiff s

decedent,
JEFFRE' HANE' waskilled on November16,
2010.
9'

JEFFREYHANEY left survivinghim as his
next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his
wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter;STELLA
RosE HANEY, his minor daughter,as well
as any additionalheirs or next of kin entitled
to compensation
underthe wrongful DeathAct
chosenby the Court.
10'

ANNA HANEY is the court AppointedPersonal
Representative
of

the Estateof

JEFFREY HANEY, deceasedand she brings
this causeof action pursuantto the Illinois
wrongful DeathStatute,740 ILCS 180/1,et seq.
and,lor
any similarAct deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE'plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representative
of the Estateof
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment
against defendant, HoNEywELL
INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATEDin an
amountin excessof the minimum amountrequired
for jurisdictionin theLaw Divisionof thecircuit
court of cook county,Illinois.
COUNT XXVI

INCORPORATED
Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentative
of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY'

dECCASEd, COMPIAiNiNg Of

dEfENdANt, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED,(hereinafter..HONEyWELL,,),
states:
1'

on or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL
designed,manufactured,

distributed and sold certain componentsin
an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States
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Government.
2-

On or before November 76, 2010, HONEYWELL

was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the Onboard Oxygen Generating
System
("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life support
systemsand engine
bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.
3.

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general,
performance-only contracts with the United States Govemment that did not contain
specific
designspecifications.
4.

HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air systan necessaryand/or appropriate
to
meet the performancerequirement of the United states Government.
5.

There existed on November 16, 2010 certainwarranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contractsthat were enteredinto
between
the United StatesGovernment and HONEYWELL regardlessof any writing to eliminate or limit
them.
6.

The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breachedby HONEyWELL

in that the life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft were completely and wholly inadequate
for the purpose intended, which was safe flight.

The life support systems of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequateas follows:
a.

the OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems did not safely or

properly provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced bv
the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed air system;
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Oo
c'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably
account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were
known to HoNEywELL

but were

not known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor
air*aft.
d'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account
for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine
bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheatconditions and bleed air contamination,
such that the engine

bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life
support systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to HoNEywELL

but were not known

to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor airuaft;
e'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for
known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from
the impact of bleed air
systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequate
and

reliable warning sensors;
g'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots
or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems,
which were known to
HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainersof
the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings
as

there were and are none;
i'

the life support systems did not safely and reliably include
a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable
oxygen to the pilot
in the eventof a malfunction:
the life support systemsdid not include a safe and reliable backup
oxygen
systembecausethe existing backup oxygen system could be activated
only manually,

and

its manual activation mechanism was and is located undemeath
and behind the pilot, in

o

o

an area impossible for a pilot to reach
while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed
of sound and while he or she experienced
forces
many times the force gravity.
k'

the life support systems did not safely and
reliably take all reasonable

stepsto provide the pilots with redundancygiven
the known history of oBoGS, ECS and
other life support systemsfailures.
7'

The warranty of merchantability was breached
by HoNEywELL

because the

oBoGS and the ECS and the life support
systemswere not of fair or averagequality of other
ECS or oBoGS or life support systemsmade
by competitors nor were they of the same quality
as others designed, manufactured, sold or
distributed by HoNEywELL

in that these systems

failed to function as required.
8'

As a direct result of the breaches of warranties
by HoNEywELL,

plaintiffs

decedent' JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries
of a personal and pecuniary nature, including
consciouspain and suffering prior to his
death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived,
he
would have been entitled to bring a causeof
action for such personal and pecuniary injuries,
and
such action has survived him.
9'

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative
of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action,
pursuant to 755 rLCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the survival Act of the Stateof Illinois,
andlor any other similar Act deemedapplicableby
the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY,
as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY

HANEY,

deceased demands judgment

against defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an
amount in excessof the minimum amount required
for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the
circuit court of cook county, Illinois.

COUNT XXVII

INCORPORATED
Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased, complaining
of defendant, HoNEywELL
INTERNATIONAL
INCORPORATED,
..HONEyWELL,,),
(hereinafter
states:
1'

on or before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL
designed,manufactured,
distributed and sold certain components
in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United
States
Govemment.
2.

The united States Government entered
into a contract with HONEYWELL for

the design, manufacture, selection
and integration of the life support systems
in the
$100,000,000.00
per copy fifth generationstealthfiehter.
3'

The purpose of that contract was to provide
the United StatesAir Force with a
fighter aircraft that would eclipsethose
operatedby the world,s other air forces.
4'

The pilot life support requirementsof
the contract were perfonnance requirements

only' with the contractor HONEYWELL

to decide what system would best
meet the

requirements for performance that
included mission profile and sufficient
breathable oxygen to
support pilot performancefor the flight
enveropeand mission of the aircraft.
5'

The entire objective of the pilot life
support portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft,in this instance
plaintifrs decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
6'

It was the objective, purpose and
specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot
and the specific objective that he or she
be equipped
with an onboard oxygen Generating
System ("oBoGS,,), im Environmental
control System
("ECS other life support systems
and an engine bleed air system that would
provide, under all
anticipatable flight conditions, and
in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen
for the pilot to be

o

ableto controlhis or her aircraft andsurvivethe
flight,
7'

HONEYWELL breached its contract for the
creditor beneficiary, JEFFREY

HANEY, by failing to meet its obligationsas follows:
a'

failing to design, manufacture, diskibute, integrate
and sell a safe and

reliable oBoGS, ECS' and other life support systems
that did not safely or properly
provide breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe
aircraft;
b'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that
was free of harmful contaminants
and compoundsthat were introduced by the oBoGS, the
ECS and the engine bleed air
system;
c'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat accountedfor failure
modes and oxygen contamination
modes that were known to HONEYWELL

but were not known to the pilots or

maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the
numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system,.including
but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine
bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were
not known to the pilots or
maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known
failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed
air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;

o

I

failing to design, manufacfure,
distribute. i ntegrate and sell safe
and
reliable life support systemsthat included
adequateand reliable warning sensors;
g'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support
systems as there was nothing to alert pilots
or
maintainers of the failures of the
life support systems, which were known
to
HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots
and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat contained
warnings
i'

as there were none;

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included
a backup oxygen system that automatically
provide life support or breathableoxygen
to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsbecause the
F-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen systern
which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanism
was
locatedundemeathand behind the pilot,
in an areaimpossiblefor a pilot to reach
while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces
many times
k'

the force gravity.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign,
manufacture, integrate

and sell

the crew life support systemsoincluding
the oBoGS, ECS and other life support
systems
in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform
their contracts in good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform
the United StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots
and equip them with necessary back-up
equipment;

n.

failing to properry and adequately
inform

the United states Governmentof

the weaknesses
and defectsin the oBoGS, the ECS,
and otherlife

supportsystemsso

adequate
manualscouldhavebeenpreparedfor pilots
andmaintenance
crews;
o'

failing to properlyand adequately
redesignthe oBoGS,

otherlife supportsystemsin to correct
known

the EcS, and

deficiencies;

p'

failing to properly and adequatelytake
all reasonablestepsto provide
pilots with redundancygiven the
known history of oBoGS, ECS and other
life support
systemsfailures.
8'

As a direct result of the breach of
contract by HoNEywELL, plaintiffs
decedent,
JEFFRE' HANE' waskilled on Novemb
er 16,2010.
9'

JEFFREYHANEY left survivinghim
as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy.
his
wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter;
STELLA RosE HANEY, his minor daughter,
aswell
as any additionalheirs or next of kin
entitledto compensation
under the wrongful DeathAct
chosenby the Court.
10'

ANNA HANEY is the court Appointedpersonal
Representative
of the Estateof
JEFFREY HANEY' deceasedand
she brings this causeof action pursuant
to the Illinois
wrongful DeathStatute,740 ILC'
rg0/1,et seq. and,rorany
similarAct deemedapplicableby
theCourt.
WHEREFORE' plaintiffi ANNA
HANEY, as Personal Representative
of the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased
demands judgment against defendant,
HoNEywELL
INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED
in an amount in excessof the minimum
amount required
forjurisdiction in the Law Division
of the circuit court of cook county,
Illinois.

COUNT XXVIII

INCORPORATED

o

Plaintiff, ANNA HAN EY, as Personal
Representative
"t.
HANEY, deceased, complaining
of defendant, HoNEywELL

Estate of JEFFREy
INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED,(hereinafter..HONEyWELL,,),
states:
l.

on or before November 16, 2010,
HoNEywELL designed,manufactured,
diskibuted'integratedand sold certain
components
andsystemsin the F-22Raptoraircraftto
the
United StatesGovernmenr.
2'

The United States Government entered
into a contract with HONEyWELL
for
the design, manufacfure, selection
and integration of the life support
systems in the
$100,000,000.00per copy fifth generation
stealthfighter.
3'

The purpose of that contract was to provide
the United StatesAir Force with a
fighter aircraft that would eclipsethose
operatedby the world,s other air forces.
4'

The pilot life support requirementsof
the contract were perfofinance requirements

only' with the contractor HONEYWELL

to decide what system would best
meet the

requirements for performance that
included mission profile

and sufficient breathable oxygen to

support pilot performancefor the
flight envelopeand mission of the aircraft.
5'

The entire objective of the pilot life support
portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft,in this instance
plaintiff s decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
6'

It was the objective, purpose and
specific intention of the parties that
the
beneficiary of this contract was
the pilot and the specific objective
was that he or she be
equipped with an onboard oxygen
Generating System ("oBoGS,,), an Environmental
control
System ('.ECS")' other life support
systemsand an engine bleed air system
that would provide,
under all anticipatableflight conditions,
and in combat, sufficient breathable
oxygen for the pilot
to be able to control his or her aircraft
and survive the flight.
7'

HONEYWELL

breached its contract for the creditor
beneficiary JEFFREY

HANEY, by failing to meet its obligations
as follows:

a.

o

o

faili ng to design,manufacfure,distribute.
integrate

and sell a safe and

reliableOBOGS,ECS, and other life
supportsystemsthat did not safely or properly
providebreathableoxygento thepilot
operatingthe aircraft;
b'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot
with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants
and compounds that were introduced

by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine
bleed air

system;
c'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat accounted
for failure modes and oxygen contamination
modes that were known to HoNEYWELL

but were not known to the pilots or

maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted
for the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air
system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination,
such that the engine bleed air is not suitable
to
support the oBoGS, ECS and other life
support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft
and
these conditions were known to HoNEYWELL

but were not known to the pilots or

maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted
for known failure modes and protected
critical life support systems from the
impact of bleed air system failures, faults
and
malfunctions;
f'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safb and

reliable life support systemsthat included
adequateand reliable warning
g

sensors;

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

o

a

reliable instructions for the life
support systems as there was nothing

to alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of
the life support systems, which
were known to
HONEYWELL but were not known
to pilots and maintainersof the F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
h'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsthat contained
warnings as there were
i'

none;

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included
a backup oxygen system that automatically
provide life support or breathable
oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute,
integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systemsbecause
the F-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen
system
which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanism
located underneathand behind the pilot,

in an area impossible for a pilot to reach
while

he or she maneuveredthe sophisticated
aircraft

at speedsexceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experiencedforces
many times
k'

was

the force gravity.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign,
manufacture, integrate

the crew life support systems,including
the oBoGS,

and sell

ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform
their contractsin good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform
the United StatesGovernmentso

that steps could be taken to train
pilots and equip them with necessary
back_up
equipment;
n'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform
the United states Governmentof

the weaknessesand defects in the
oBoGS, the ECS, and other life support
systemsso
adequatemanuals courd have beenprepared
for
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pilots and maintenancecrews;

o.

o

o

failing to properly and adequately redesign
the OBOGS, the ECS. and

other life support systemsin to correct known deficiencies;
p.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable
steps to provide

pilots with redundancygiven the known history
of oBoGS, ECS and other life support
systemsfailures.
8'

As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by
HoNEywELL,

plaintiffs

decedent' JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries of personal
a
and pecuniary nature, including
consciouspain and suffering prior to his death on November
16, 2010 and had he survived,he
would have been entitled to bring a causeof action for
such personal and pecuniary injuries, and
such action has survived him.
9'

Plaintifi ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the
Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto
755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any
other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintift ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY

HANEY,

deceased demands judgment

against defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in
excessof the minimum amount required
for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court
of Cook county, Illinois.

COUNT XXIX

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentativeof the
Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY,

deceased, complaining of

defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL

.,HONEyWELL,,),
INCORPORATED,
(hereinafter
states:
l'

HONEYWELL committedactual fraud on the United StatesGovernment
and

thereforeits employeeJEFFREYHANEY by knowingly supplying
unreasonably
dangerousand
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I

o

defective components in the F-22 Raptor aircraft,including
its OnboardOxygen Generating

System("oBoGS"), its Environmental
control System(..ECS,'),its other life

support systems

and engine bleed air system.
2'

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonablydangerousand defective as
follows:
a.

it was designed,manufactured,distributedand sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathable
oxygen
to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b-

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by
harmful
elementsand compoundsby the OBOGS, the ECS and the enginebleed air system;
c.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes
and
oxygen contaminationmodes that were known to HONEYWELL but were not known
to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions
of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and
bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS,
ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions
were
known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or maintain ersof F-22Raptor
aircraft;
e.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did
not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
faults and
malfunctions;

I

o

was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold
defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequate
and
g'

with dangerous and

unreliable;

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold
with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots
or maintainers of the failures of
the life support systems,which were known to HONEyWELL;
h'

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold
with dangerous and

defective life support systemwarnings as there were
none;
i'

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with

a dangerousand

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically
provide life suppon or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j'

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with
a dangerousand

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated
only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath
and behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered
the sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she
experiencedforces many times
the force gravity;
k'

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with
a dangerousand

defective life support systemsthat did not take all reasonable
steps to provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of oBoGS, ECS
and other life support systems
failures.
3'

The fraud of HONEYWELL included,but is not limited
to, the following:
a'

before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL

represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systems
and componentsof th eF-22Raptor
airqaft, including its oBoGS, it ECS and its other
life support systems, met the
performance requirementsof the crew survivability
contract when HoNEywELL
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knew

thattheydid not;
b.

before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systemsand componentsof th
eF-22Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems,
met the
reliability requirementsof the crew survivability contract when HONEYWELL knew
that
they did not;
c.

before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systemsand componentsof theF-22 Raptor
airctaft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems met systerns
integration requirementswhen HoNEywELL
d.

knew that they did not;

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL representedto the Unites

States Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22
Raptor aircraft systems,including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life supporr systems,
would provide early and adequatewarning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these
systemswhen HONEYWELL knew that they did not;
e.

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systemsand componentsof theF-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work
with oxygen masks, counter-pressuregarrnents, anti-exposure garments and high ..g',
maneuveringwhen HONEYWELL knew that they would not;
f.

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F22 Raptor aircraftoincluding its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systemswhen
HONEYWELL knew that it had not:

g-

before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL representedto the unites
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States Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance
information to allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its
OBOGS, its ECS and its other tife support systems in the field when HONEYWELL
knew that it had not:
h.

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL representedto the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systemsthat would allow
our fighting men and women to survive combat, when HONEYWELL knew that it had
not provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even
routine training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY
HANEY.
4.

As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

United StatesAir Force has had to ground and/or severelylimit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,
which has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations,range, and utility and the plaintiff s
decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
5.

As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

United.states Air Force has awarded HONEYWELL a new multi-million dollar contract to
investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systems, of which HONEYWELL has had continuing knowledge since the
inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedent
JEFFREY HANEY,

6.

As a direct result of the fraudof HONEYWELL, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY

HANEY waskilled on November16.2010.
7.

JEFFREYHANEY left survivinghim as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter;STELLA ROSEHANEY, his minor daughter,aswell
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as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
8.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY

HANEY,

deceased demands judgment

against defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required
for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.
COUNT XXX
Survival Action/Fraud - HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY
HANEY,

deceased, complaining

of

defendant, HONEYWELL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter "HONEYWELL"),
1.

INTERNATIONAL

states:

HONEYWELL committed actual fraud on the United States Government and

therefore its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying an unreasonablydangerous
and defective F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its Onboard Oxygen Generating Systern
("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS"), its other life suppon systemsand
enginebleed air system.
2.

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonablydangerousand defective as follows:
a.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systemsthat did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen
to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b.

it was designed,manufactured,distributedand sold with the dangerous
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and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful
elementsand compoundsby the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;
c.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerousand

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and
oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to
the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were
known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor
aircraft;
e.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect
critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
malfunctions;
f.

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensorsthat were inadequateand unreliable;
g.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerousand

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of
the life support systems,which were known to HONEYWELL;
h.

it was designed,manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support systemwarnings as there were none;
i.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand
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defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose
manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area
impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at
speedsexceedingthe speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces many times
the force gravity;
k.

it was designed,manufactured,distributed and sold with a dangerousand

defective life support systemsthat did not take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots
with redundancygiven the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
failures.
3.

The fraud of HONEYWELL included,but is not limited to, the following:
a.

before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL

represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systemsand componentsof theF-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the
performance requirementsof the crew survivability contract when HONEYWELL knew
that they did not;
b.

before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL representedto the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systemsand componentsof theF-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the
reliability requirementsof the crew survivability contract when HONEYWELL knew that
they did not;
c.

before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL

represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systemsand componentsof theF-22 Raptor
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aircraft,includingits OBOGS,it ECS and its otherli fe supportsystemsmet svstems
integration requirementswhen HONEYWELL knew that they did not;
d.

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22
Raptor aircraft systems,including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems,
would provide early and adequatewarning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these
systemswhen HONEYWELL knew that they did not;
e.

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL representedto the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that the systemsand componentsof theF-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work
with oxygen masks, counter-pressuregarments, anti-exposure garments and high "g"
maneuveringwhen HONEYWELL knew that they would not;
f.

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systemswhen
HONEYWELL knew that it had not;
g.

before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance
information to allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its
OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems in the field when HONEYWELL
knew that it had not;
h.

before November 16, 2070, HONEYWELL representedto the Unites

StatesGovernment and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliableF-22 Raptor
aircraft.,including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systemsthat would allow
our fighting men and women to survive combat, when HONEYWELL knew that it had
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to survive even
not provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots
routine training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY
HANEY.
As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

4.

United StatesAir Force has had to ground and/or severelylimit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,
which has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations,range, and utility and the plaintiff s
decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

5.

United States Air Force has awarded HONEYWELL a new multi-million dollar contract to
investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systems, of which HONEYWELL has had continuing knowledge since the
inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedent
JEFFREY HANEY.
As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY

6.

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and
suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been
entitled to bring a causeofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has
survived him.
7.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and./orany other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY

HANEY,

deceased demands judgment

against defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excessof the minimum amount required
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for jurisdiction in the Law Di vision of the Circuit Court of Cook County,Illinois.
COUNT XXXI
Wroneful Death/Product Liabilitv - PRATT & WHITNEY
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, (hereinafter"PRATT"), states:
l.

On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed,manufactured,distributed,

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States
Government.
2.

On or before Novernber 76, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the
F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperatureand high-pressureair, called engine
"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the Onboard Oxygen Generating
System("OBOGS"), the EnvironmentalControl System("ECS") and other life supportsystems.
3.

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines,components,engine bleed air and other

systems were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to general,
performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain.specific
designspecifications.
4.

PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessaryand/or appropriate to meet the
performancerequirement of the United StatesGovernment.
5.

On Novernber 16, 2ll},plaintiff

s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
6.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft
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operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
7.

On November 16,2010 and at the time the F-119 engines,engine bleed air

systems, and other systems and components of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of
PRATT. they were unreasonablvdefective in that:
a.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide
breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elementsand compoundsfrom the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-l19 engine and the
enginebleed air system;
c.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure
modes and life support systemsfailure modes and oxygen contaminationmodes that were
known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the
F-ll9 engine is not suitableto supportthe OBOGS, ECS and other life supportsystems
of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
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faults and malfunctions;
and
they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated

f.

sold with

warning sensors that were
danserous and defective engine bleed air and life support

e;
inuJ"qou,"andunreliabl
g.

and
they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated

sold with

alert pilots or maintainers of
dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to
which were known to
the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems,
PRATT;
h.

sold with
they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and

as there were
dangerousand defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings
none;
i.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

provide life
dangerousand defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravitY;
k.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective engine bleed air and life support systemsthat did not take all
reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of
OBOGS, ECS and other engine bleed air and life support systemsfailures'
8.

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor
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aircraft components, engine bleed air systems and F-119 engines, designed, manufactured,
distributed, integrated and sold by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEy was killed
on November16,2010.
9.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
10.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a
division of TINITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the
minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois.
COUNT XXXI
Survival Action/Product Liabilitv - pRATT & WHITNEy
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of LINITED
TECHNOLOGIES coRPoRATIoN,
l.

(hereinafter"pRATT"), states:

On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed,manufactured,distributed.

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States
Government.
on or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,
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distributor, integrator and seller of the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the
F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperatureand high-pressure air, called engine
"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the Onboard Oxygen Generating
System("OBOGS"), the EnvironmentalControl System("ECS") and other life supportsystems.
3.

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines, components,engine bleed air and other

systems were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to general,
performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific
designspecifications.
4.

PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessaryand/or appropriate to meet the
performancerequirementof the United StatesGovernment.
5.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,
Alaska.
6.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
7.

On November 16,2010 and at the time the F-119 engines,engine bleed air

systems, and other systems and components of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of
PRATT, they were unreasonablydefective in that:
a.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life suppotr systems that did not safely or properly provide
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elementsand compoundsfrom the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-119 engine and the
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engine bleed air system;
c.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure
modes and life support systemsfailure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were
known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the
F-ll9 engineis not suitableto supportthe OBOGS, ECS and other life supportsystems
of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
faults and malfunctions;
f.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support warning sensors that were
inadequateand unreliable;
g.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainersof
the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems, which were known to
PRATT;
h.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings as there were
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none;
i.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically provide
life
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity;
k.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective engine bleed air and life support systems that did not take all
reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of
OBOGS, ECS and other enginebleed air and life support systemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aitctaft components,life support systems and engine bleed air system designed,manufactured,
distributed, integrated and sold by PRATT, plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY HANEY sustained
injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including consciouspain and suffering prior to his
deathon November 16,2010 and had he survived,he would have been entitled to bring a cause
of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has survived him.
9.

Plaintifl ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby
the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
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JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy. a
division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the
minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois.
COUNT XXXUI
Wronsful Death/Neelieence- PRATT & WHITNEy
Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, (hereinafter,,pRATT"), states:
l.

On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed,manufactured,distributed

and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

On or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-119 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the
F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperatureand high-pressureair, called engine
'obleed

air" to aircraft systems and components, including the Onboard Oxygen Generating

System("OBOGS"), the EnvironmentalControl System("ECS") and other life suppon sysrems.
3.

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines, components,life support systems and

engine bleed air system were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold pursuant
to general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain
specific design specifications.
4.

PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary andlor appropriate to
meet the performancerequirementof the United StatesGovernment.
5.

On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.
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Alaska.
6.

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was killed.
7.

On or beforeNovember 16,2010, PRATT was negligent,and that negligencewas

the causeof the death of JEFFREY HANEY.
8.

The negligenceof PRATT consistedof the following:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, diskibute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable aircraft engine, engine bleed air system, OBOGS, ECS, and other life support
systems that safely and properly provided breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the
aircraft;
b.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants
and compoundsthat were introduced by the engine,the enginebleed air system,OBOGS,
the ECS and other life support systems;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systemsthat accounted for system
failuro modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to PRATT but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted for the
numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheatconditions and bleed air contamination,such that the engine bleed
air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not known to the
pilots or maintainercof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
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e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systernsthat accounted
for known
failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact
of bleed air
systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systernsthat included adequate
and reliable warning sensors;
g.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the engines,engine bleed air systems,and other systemsas
there
was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the engine bleed air system
and life support systems,which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots
and
maintainersof the F-22 Raptor aircraft:
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that contained
warnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsthat included a backup
oxygen systemthat automatically provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in
the event of a malfunction;
j.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate and sell

the engine, engine bleed air systems, and crew life support systems, including the
oBoGS, ECS and other life support systemsin the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
k.

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contractsin good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
l.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment so
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that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessaryback-up
equipment;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentof

the weaknessesand defects in the engines, engine bleed air systems and life support
systemsso adequatemanuals could have been preparedfor pilots and maintenancecrews;
n.

failing to properly and adequatelyredesign the engines, engine bleed air

systemsand life support systemsto correct known deficiencies;
o.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of engine failures, engine bleed
air
systemsfailures, and other life support systemsfailures.
9.

As a direct result of the negligenceof PRATT, plaintifls decedent,JEFFREy

HANEY was killed on November 16,20T0.
10.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
I 1.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/orany similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a
division of LINITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of
the
minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois.
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COUNTXXXry

Plaintiff

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate
of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, PRATT
& WHITNEY, a division of I_TNITED
TECHNOLOGIES coRpoRATIoN,
1'

(hereinafter.,pRATT',), states:

on or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed,manufactured,
distributed

and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the united StatesGovernment.
2'

On or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine
that is installed on the
F-22 Raptot aircraft and which provides high-temperatureand high-pressure
air, called engine
"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the onboard
oxygen Generating
System("OBOGS"), the EnvironmentalControl System("ECS") and other
life
3'

supportsystems.

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines, components,life support systems
and

engine bleed air system were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated
and sold pursuant
to general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government
that did not contain
specificdesignspecifications.
4'

PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of
the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessaryand/or
appropriate to
meet the performancerequirement of the united StatesGovernment.
5'

On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaid F-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base
Elmendorf-RichardsonAlaska.
6'

On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operatedby plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY crashedand he was
killed.
7'

On or before November 16,2010,PRATT was negligent,and that negligence
was
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t
the causeof the death of JEFFREY HANEY.
The negligenceof pRATT consistedof the following:

8.

a'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell
a safe and

reliable aitqaft engine, engine bleed air system, OBOGS, ECS,
and other life support
systems that safely and properly provided breathable oxygen to the pilot
operating the
aircraft;
b'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe
and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful
contaminants
and compoundsthat were introduced by the engine, the engine bleed air system,

OBOGS,

the ECS and other life support systems;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted
for system
failure modes and oxygen contaminationmodes that were known to pRATT but
were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, dishibute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted
for the
numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including
but
not limited to overheatconditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine
bleed
air is not suitableto supportthe OBOGS, ECS and other life supportsystems
of theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not known
to the
pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted
for known
failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of
bleed air
systemfailures, faults and malfunctions:

t2s

f'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support
systemsthat included adequate
and reliable warning sensors;
g'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell safe and

reliable inskuctions for the engines,engine bleed air systems,
and other systemsas there
was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the
engine bleed air system
and life support systems,which were known to PRATT but were
not known to pilots and
maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe
and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems
that contained
warnings as there were none;
i'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe
and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systems
that included a backup
oxygen system that automatically provide life support or breathableoxygen
to the pilot in
the event of a malfunction;
j'

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate and
sell

the engine, engine bleed air systems, and crew life support systems,
including the
oBoGS, ECS and other life support systemsin the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
k'

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contractsin good faith
to

protect those who servetheir country;
l'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment
so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them
with necessary back-up
equipment;
m'

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment
of

the weaknessesand defects in the engines, engine bleed air systems
and life support
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systemsso adequatemanuals could have been prepared
n'

o

for pilots and maintenancecrews:

failing to properly and adequatelyredesign
the engines, engine bleed air

systemsand life support systemsto correct
known deficiencies;
o'

failing to properly and adequately take
all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the
known history of engine failures, engine
bleed air
systemsfailures, and other life support systems
failures.
9'

As a direct result the negligence of PRATT,
plaintiffs decedent,JEFFREY

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal
and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain
and
suffering prior to his death on November
16,2010 and had he survived, he would have
been
entitled to bring a causeofaction for such personal
and pecuniary injuries, and such action has
survived him.
10'

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, PersonalRepresentative
of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action,
pursuant to 7s5 ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois,
and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby
the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY,
as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment
against defendant, pRATT & ryHITNEy, a
division of ITNITED TECHNOLOGIES
coRPoRATIoN in an amount in excess of
the
minimum amount required for jurisdiction
in the Law Division of the circuit court of
cook
County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXV

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as PersonalRepresentative
of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, pRATT
& WHITNEY, a division of ITNITED

TECHNOLOGIESCORPORATION,
..pRATT,,).
(hereinafter
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1.

o

On or before November16, 2010.PRATT
designed,

manufacfured,
distributed

and sold certain componentsin an F-22
Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2'

on or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was
the designer, manufacturer,

diskibutor, integrator and seller of the F-l19
afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on
the
F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperature
and high-pressureair,

called engine

"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components,
including the onboard oxygen Generating
System("oBoGS"), the EnvironmentalControl
System("ECS") and other life
3'

supportsystems.

TheF-22 Raptor aircraft and its components,engine
bleed air and other systems

were designed' manufactured, distributed and
sold pursuant to general, performance-only
contractswith the United StatesGovernmentthat did not
contain specific
4'

design specifications.

PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and
selection of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessary
and/or appropriate to

meet the

performancerequirementof the United states Government.
5'

There existed on November 16, 2010 certainwarranties
of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied

from the contractsthat were enteredinto between

the United StatesGovernmentand PRATT regardless
of any writing to eliminate or limit them.
6'

The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breached pRATT
by
in that

the F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life
supportsystemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft
were completely and wholly inadequatefor the purpose
intended, which was safe flight. The
F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life
supportsystemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft were
and are completely and wholly inadequateas follows:
a'

the F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS,
and other life

support systems did not safely or properly provide
breathable oxygen to the pilot
operating the aircraft;
b'

the F-119 engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support
systemsdid

-

o

o

not safely and reliably supply the pilot with
oxygen that was free of harmful
contaminantsand compoundsthat were introduced
by the oBoGS, the ECs. the F-l19
engine and the engine bleed air system;
c'

the F-I19 engines,enginebleed air systems,and life support
systemsdid

not safely and reliably account for failure modes and oxygen
contamination modes that
were known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots
or maintainers of F-22 Raptor
aircraft.
d'

the F-119 engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systems
did

not safely and reliably account for the numerous failures, faults
and malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air
contamination,such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
support the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and
these conditions were
known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers
of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

the F-ll9 engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systems
did

not safely and reliably account for known failure modes and protected
critical life support
systemsfrom the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and malfunctions;
f'

the F-119 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life support systems
did

not safely and reliably include adequateand reliable warning sensors;
g'

the F-119 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life support systems
did

not safely and reliably alert pilots or maintainers of the failures
of the engine bleed air
system, which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots
and maintainers of
the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h'

the F-l19 engine,enginebleed air and life supportsystemsdid
not safelv

and reliably contain warnings as there were and are none:
the F-l19 engine,enginebleed air and life supportsystemsdid
not safely
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and reliably include a backupoxygensystemthat automaticallyprovideslife supportor
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

the F-119 engine,engine bleed air and life support systemsdid include a

safe and reliable backup oxygen system because the existing backup oxygen system
could be activated only manually, and its manual activation mechanism was and is
located underneathand behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforces many times the force gravity;
k.

the F-l19 engine,enginebleed air and life support systemsdid not safely

and reliably take all reasonablesteps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the
known history of OBOGS, ECS, engine bleed air and life support systemsfailures.
7.

The warranty of merchantability was breachedby PRATT becausethe OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other ECS or
OBOGS or life support systemsmade by competitors nor were they of the samequality as others
designed,manufactured,sold or distributed by PRATT in that these systemsfailed to function as
required.
8.

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on Novernber16. 2010.
9.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter,as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
10.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlor any similar Act deemedapplicableby
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the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment
against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a
division of {'TNITED TECHNOLOGIES coRPoRATIoN

in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law
Division of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXVI

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of
the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, PRATT &
WHITNEY, a division of ITNITED
TECHNOLOGIES coRpoRATIoN,
1'

(hereinafter,,pRATT"), states:

On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed,manufactured,
distributed

and sold certain componentsin an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United
StatesGovernment.
2'

On or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer,
manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-119 afterburning turbofan
engine that is installed on the
F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperatureand
high-pressureair, called engine
"bleed ait" to aircraft systems and components, including the
onboard oxygen Generating
System("oBoGS"), the EnvironmentalControl System("ECS")
and other life supportsystems.
3'

The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components,engine bleed air and
other systems

were designed, manufacfured, distributed and sold pursuant
to general, performance-only
contractswith the united StatesGovernmentthat did not contain
specific design specifications.
4'

PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection
of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessary
and/or appropriate to meet the
performancerequirement of the united states Government.
5'

There existed on November 16, 2010 ceteunwarranties of fitness
for a particular
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purposeandmerchantabilitythat wereimplied from the contractsthat were enteredinto between
the United StatesGovernment and PRATT regardlessof any writing to eliminate or limit them.
6.

The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breachedby PRATT in that

the F-l 19 engines, engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft
were completely and wholly inadequatefor the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The
F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life supportsystemsof the F-22 Raptor aircraft were
and are completely and wholly inadequateas follows:
a.

the F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS, and other life

support systems did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot
operating the aircraft;
b.

the F-119 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life support systemsdid

not safely and reliably supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful
contaminantsand compoundsthat were introducedby the OBOGS, the ECS. the F-I19
engine and the engine bleed air system;
c.

the F-119 engines,enginebleed air systems,and life support systemsdid

not safely and reliably account for failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that
were known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor
aircraft.
d.

the F-119 engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsdid

not safely and reliably account for the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were
known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

the F-119 engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systernsdid
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o

not safelvandreliably account for known failure modes and protected critical life support
systemsfrom the impact of bleed air systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f.

the F-119 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life support systemsdid

not safely and reliably include adequateand reliable warning sensors;
g.

the F-119 engines,enginebleed air systemsand life support systemsdid

not safely and reliably alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the engine bleed air
system, which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots and maintainers of
the F-22 Raptor aircraft;
h.

the F-l19 engine,enginebleed air and life supportsystemsdid not safely

and reliably contain warnings as there were and are none;
i.

the F-l19 engine,enginebleed air and life support systemsdid not safely

and reliably include a backup oxygen system that automatically provides life support or
breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

the F-119 engine,enginebleed air and life support systemsdid include a

safe and reliable backup oxygen system because the existing backup oxygen system
could be activated only manually, and its manual activation mechanism was and is
located undemeath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while
he or she maneuveredthe sophisticatedaircraft at speedsexceeding the speed of sound
and while he or she experiencedforcesmany times the force gravity;
k.

the F-l19 engine,enginebleed air and life support systemsdid not safely

and reliably take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the
known history of OBOGS, ECS, enginebleed air and life supportsystemsfailures.
7.

The wa:ranty of merchantability was breached by PRATT becausethe OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systemswere not of fair or average quality of other ECS or
OBOGS or life support systemsmade by competitorsnor were they of the samequality as others
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a

designed,manufactured,sold or distributed
by PRATT in that thesesystem

s failed to functionas

required.
8'

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties
by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustainedinjuries of
a personal and pecuniary nature, including

conscious

pain and suffering prior to his death on
November 16,2010 andhadhe survived, he would
have
been entitled to bring a causeofaction for such
personal and pecuniary injuries, and such

action

has survived him.
9'

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative
of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuant
to 755 rLCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or
any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal
Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment
against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a
division of I'INITED TECHNOLOGIES coRPoRATIoN

in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in
the Law Division of the circuit court of cook
County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXVI

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative
of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant,
PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of TINITED
TECHNOLOGIES coRpoRATIoN,
1'

(hereinafter..pRATT,,), states:

on or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed,
manufactured,distributed

and sold the F-l19 afterburning turbofan
engine, its engine bleed air systems and certain other
componentsin an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the united
StatesGovernment.
The united States Government entered into a
contract with pRATT for the

o

o

design, manufacture, selection and integrationof F-l19 afterburnin
g turbofan engine, its engine
bleed air systemand certain other componentsthat are installedin the $100,000,000.00
per copy
fifth generationstealth fighter.
3.

The purpose of that contract was to provide the United StatesAir Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipsethose operatedby the world's other air forces.
4.

The engine, engine bleed air system and pilot life support requirernentsof the

contract were perfonnance requirementsonly, with the contractor PRATT to decide what system
would best meet the requirements for performance that included mission profile and sufficient
engine bleed air to provide breathable oxygen to support pilot perforrnance for the flight
envelopeand mission of the aircraft.
5.

The entire objective of the engine bleed air portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instanceplaintiff s decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
6.

It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped
with engine bleed air sufficient to power F-22 Raptor aircraft systems, including an Onboard
Oxygen GeneratingSystem ("OBOGS"), an EnvironmentalControl System ("ECS") and other
life support systemsthat would provide, under all anticipatableflight conditions, and in combat,
sufficient breathableoxygen for the pilot to be able to control his or her aircraft and survive the
flight.
7.

PRATT breachedits contract for the creditor beneficiarv. JEFFREY HANEY. bv

failing to meet its obligationsas follows:
a.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integtate and sell a safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS, and other life suppolt systems
that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the
aircraft;
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b.

o

o

failing t o design,manufacture,distribute"
integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to provide a continuous
and uncontaminatedbleed air supply to theF-22
Raptor aircraft and its systems,including the
oBoGS, the ECS, and its other life support
systems;
c'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and
life support systems that accounted for
failure modes and oxygen contamination modes

that were known to pRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor
aircraft.
d'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life
support systemsthat accountedfor the
numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
engine bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheatconditions and bleed air contamination,
such that the

engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the oBoGS, ECS and
other life support systemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known
to pRATT but were not known to the
pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other
life support systemsthat accounted
for known failure modes and protected critical
life support systems from the impact of
engine and engine bleed air system failures, faults
f'

and malfunctions;

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life
support systemsthat included adequate
and reliable warning sensors;
g'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate
and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the engines,engine bleed
air systemsand life support systemsas
there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers
of the failures of the life support systems,
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which were known to PRA TT but werenot known to pilots andmaintainersof the F-22
Raptor aircraft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that contained
warnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsthat included a backup
oxygen systemthat automatically provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in
the event of a malfunction:
j.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate and sell

the engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other life supportsystemsin the
F-22 Raptor aircraft;
k.

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contractsin good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
l.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip thern with necessary back-up
equipment;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment of

the weaknessesand defectsin the engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS, and
other life support systemsso adequatemanuals could have been prepared for pilots and
maintenancecrews;
n.

faiting to properly and adequatelyredesign the engines, engine bleed air,

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systemsin to correct known deficiencies;
o.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of engines, engine bleed air systems,
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OBOGS, ECS and other life supportsystemsfailures.
8.

As a direct result of the breach of contract by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16. 2010.
9.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
10.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/orany similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a
division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the
minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXVIII .
Survival Action/Breach of Contract-

PRATT & WHITNEY

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY
HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION" (hereinafter"PRATT"). states:
1.

On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed,manufactured,distributed

and sold the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine, its engine bleed air systems and certain other
componentsin an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United StatesGovernment.
2.

The United States Government entered into a contract with PRATT for the
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design,manufacture,selectionand integrationof F-l19
afterburninsturbofan engine, its engine
bleed air systemand certain other componentsthat

are installedin the $100,000,000.00per copy

fifth generationstealth fighter.
3'

The purpose of that contract was to provide the United
StatesAir Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipsethose operatedby the
world's other air forces.
4'

The engine, engine bleed air system and pilot life support
requirements of the

contract were perforlnancerequirementsonly, with the conkactor
PRATT to decide what system
would best meet the requirements for performance that included
mission profile and sufficient
engine bleed air to provide breathable oxygen to support pilot
perforrnance for the flisht
envelopeand mission of the aircraft.
5'

The entire objective of the engine bleed air portion of the contract
was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instanceplaintiff s decedent
JEFFREy HANEy.
6'

It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties
that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective
that he or she be equipped
with engine bleed air sufficient to power F-22 Raptor airqaft
systems, including an onboard
Oxygen GeneratingSystem("OBOGS"), an Environmental
Control System(..ECS,,)and other
life support systemsthat would provide, under all anticipatable
flight conditions, and in combat,
sufficient breathableoxygen for the pilot to be able to control
his or her aircraft and survive the
flight.
7'

PRATT breachedits contract for the creditor beneficiary, JEFFREy
HANEy. bv

failing to meet its obligationsas follows:
a'

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and
sell a safe and

reliable engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS,
and other life support systems
that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen
to the pilot operating the
aircraft:
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b.

o

failing to design, manufacture,distribute,integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to provide a continuous and uncontaminatedbleed air supply to theF-22
Raptor aircraft and its systems,including the OBOGS, the ECS, and its other life support
systems;
c.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that accounted for
failure modes and oxygen contaminationmodes that were known to PRATT but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsthat accountedfor the
numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but
not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed
air is not suitableto supportthe OBOGS, ECS and other life supportsystemsof theF-22
Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not known to the
pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor airuaft;
e.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systemsand other life support systemsthat accounted
for known failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of
engine and engine bleed air systemfailures, faults and malfunctions;
f.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsthat included adequate
and reliable warning sensors;
g.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsas
there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainersof the failures of the life support systems,
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of the F-22
which were known t o P RATT but werenot known to Pilots and maintainers
Raptor aircraft;
h.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systerns and life support systems that contained
warnings as there were none;
i.

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines,engine bleed air systemsand life support systemsthat included a backup
oxygen systemthat automatically provide life support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in
the event of a malfunction;
j.

failing to properly and adequatelydesign, manufacture, integrate and sell

the engines,engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsin the
F-22 Raptor aircraft;
k.

failing to properly and adequatelyperform their contractsin good faith to

protect those who servetheir country;
1.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernment so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up
equipment;
m.

failing to properly and adequatelyinform the United StatesGovernmentof

the weaknessesand defectsin the engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS, and
other life support systems so adequatemanuals could have been prepared for pilots and
maintenancecrews:
n.

failing to properly and adequatelyredesign the engines, engine bleed air,

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systemsin to correct known deficiencies;
o.

failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of engines, engine bleed air systems,

t4l

o

OBOGS,ECSandotherlife supportsystemsfailures
8.

As a direct result of the breachesof warranties by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious
pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have
been entitled to bring a causeofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action
has survived him.
9.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representativeof the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceasedbrings this Survival Action, pursuantto 755ILCS 5127-6,commonly known
as the Survival Act of the Stateof Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemedapplicableby the
Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a
division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the
minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois.
COUNT XXXIX
Wroneful Death/Fraud - PRATT & WHITNEY
Plaintiff, ANNA

HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of TINITED
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, (hereinafter"PRATT"), states:
1.

PRATT committed actual fraud on the United States Government and therefore

its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying an unreasonably dangerous and
defective F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its afterburning turbofan F-l19 engine, its engine bleed
air system, its Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control
System("ECS"), and its other life supportsystems.
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The F-119 engines,engine bleed air systems,life supportsystemsand certain
other components of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were umeasonably dangerousand defectiveas
follows:
a.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integratedand sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide
breathableoxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;
b.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elementsand compoundsfrom the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-l19 engine and the
enginebleed air system;
c.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure
modes and life support systemsfailure modes and oxygen contaminationmodes that were
known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintain ersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that iguored the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the
F-I19 engine is not suitableto supportthe OBOGS, ECS and other life supportsystems
of the F-22 Raptor airqaft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not
known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
faults and malfunctions;
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they were designed,manufactured,distributed,integratedand sold with
dangerous and defective enginebleed air and life supportwarning sensorsthat were
inadequateand unreliable;
g.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainersof
the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems, which were known to
PRATT;
h.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings as there were
none;
i.

they were designed,manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically provide life
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured, dishibuted, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity;
k.

they were designed,manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective engine bleed air and life support systems that did not take all
reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of
OBOGS, ECS and other engine bleed air and life support systemsfailures.
3.

The fraud of PRATT included, but is not limited to, the following:
a.

before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States
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Government and to t he public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systems,met the performancerequirementsof the crew survivability contract
when PRATT knew that they did not;
b.

before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systems,met the reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract
when PRATT knew that they did not;
c.

before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aitcraft, including its F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systemsmet systemsintegration requirementswhen PRATT knew that they
did not;
d.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor
aircraft systems,including its F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systems, would provide early and adequatewarning to the pilots of
failure or insufficiency of thesesystemswhen PRATT knew that they did not;
e.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systems would work with oxygen masks, counter-pressuregarments, antiexposuregarmentsand high "g" maneuveringwhen PRATT knew that they would not;
f.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States
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Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficienciesin the F-22
Raptor aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS or
other life support systemswhen PRATT knew that it had not;
g.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenanceinformation to
allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its F-119 engines,
engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsin the field when
PRATT knew that it had not;
h.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Governmentand to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,
including its F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other life
support systemsthat would allow our fighting men and women to survive combat, when
PRATT knew that it had not provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our
pilots to survive even routine training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs'
decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
4.

As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date, the United

StatesAir Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,
which
has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintiffs
decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
5.

As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has awarded PRATT a new multi-million dollar contract to
investigate the
failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and
other life support
systems,of which PRATT has had continuing knowledge since the inception of the
F-22 Raptor
program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedentJEFFREy
HANEy.
6.

As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY HANEY
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waskilledon November16,2010.
7.

JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensationunder the Wrongful Death Act
chosenby the Court.
8.

ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed PersonalRepresentativeof the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois
Wrongful Death Statute,740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemedapplicableby
the Court.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representativeof the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceaseddemandsjudgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a
division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the
minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook
Countv. Illinois.

COUNT XL
Survival Action/Fraud - PRATT & WHITNEY
Plaintiff, ANNA

HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased,complaining of defendant,PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION. (hereinafter"PRATT"). states:
1.

PRATT committed actual fraud on the United States Government and therefore

its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying an unreasonably dangerous and
defective F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its afterburning turbofan F-119 engine, its engine bleed
air system, its Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control
System("ECS"), and its other life supportsystems.
2.

The F-119 engines,engine bleed air systems,life support systemsand certain
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other components of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were uffeasonably dangerous and defective as
follows:
a.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integratedand sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide
breathableoxygen to the pilot operatingthe aircraft;
b.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerousand defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminatedby
harmful elernentsand compoundsfrom the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-l19 engine and the
engine bleed air system;
c.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure
modes and life support systemsfailure modes and oxygen contaminationmodes that were
known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainersof F-22 Raptor aircraft.
d.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and
malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat
conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the
F-119 engine is not suitableto supportthe OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not
known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
e.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerousand defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did
not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
faults and malfunctions;
they were designed, manufacfured, distributed, integrated and sold with
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dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support warning sensors that were
inadequateand unreliable;
g.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainersof
the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems, which were known to
PRATT:
h.

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerousand defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings as there were
none;
i.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically provide life
support or breathableoxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;
j.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerousand defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,
and whose manual activation mechanismwas located underneathand behind the pilot, in
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated
aircraft at speedsexceeding the speedof sound and while he or she experiencedforces
many times the force gravity;
k.

they were designed,manufactured,distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support systemsthat did not take all
reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of
OBOGS, ECS and other engine bleed air and life support systemsfailures.
3.

The fraud of PRATT included, but is not limited to, the following:
a.

before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systerns and components of the F-22 Raptor
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aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systems,met the performancerequirementsof the crew survivability contract
when PRATT knew that they did not;
b.

before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systems,met the reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract
when PRATT knew that thev did not:
c.

before November 16, 2010 PRATT representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systemsmet systemsintegration requirementswhen PRATT knew that they
did not;
d.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor
aircraft systems,including its F-I19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and
other life support systems, would provide early and adequatewarning to the pilots of
failure or insufficiency of thesesystemswhen PRATT knew that they did not;
e.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor
aircraft,including its F-l19 engines,enginebleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other
life support systems would work with oxygen masks, counter-pressuregannents, anitexposuregarmentsand high "g" maneuveringwhen PRATT knew that they would not;
f.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22
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Raptor aircraft, including its F-l19 engines,enginebleed air system
s, OBOGS,ECSor
other life support systemswhen PRATT knew that it had not:
g.

before November 16, 2010, PRATT representedto the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenanceinformation
to
allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its F-119
engines,
engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, ECS and other life support systemsin the
field when
PRATT knew that it had not:
h'

before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Governmentand to the public that it had provided a safe and reliabl eF-22Raptor
aircraft,
including its F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems,OBOGS, EcS
and other life
support systemsthat would allow our fighting men and women to survive combat,
when
PRATT knew that it had not provided such and aircraft nor such systems
to allow our
pilots to survive even routine training missions, such as the
one that killed plaintiffs,
decedentJEFFREY HANEY.
4'

As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date, the
United

StatesAir Force has had to ground and/orseverelylimit flight of the F-22
Raptor aircraft, which
has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility
and the plaintiffs
decedentJEFFREY HANEY is dead.
5'

As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date,
the United

States Air Force has awarded PRATT a new multi-million dollar
contract to investigate the
failures' defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS,
ECS and other life support
systems,of which PRATT has had continuingknowledgesince the inception
of the F-22 Raptor
program and which directly causedthe death of plaintiff s decedent
JEFFREY HANEY.
6.

As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,JEFFREY
HANEY

sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nafure, including
conscious pain and suffering
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prior to his deathon No vember 16,2010 and had he survived,he would havebeenentitledto

bringa causeofactionfor suchpersonalandpecuniaryinjuries,andsuchactionhassurvived
him.
7.

Plaintiff,ANNA HANEY, Personal
Representative
of the Estateof JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased,
bringsthis SurvivalAction,pursuantto l55ILCS 5/27-6,commonlyknown
asthe SurvivalAct of the Stateof Illinois,and/oranyothersimilarAct deemedapplicable
by the
Court.
WHEREFORE,plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, asPersonalRepresentative
of the Estateof
JEFFREYHANEY, deceased
judgmentagainstdefendant,
demands
PRATT& WHITNEy, a
divisionof UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION
in an amountin excessof the
minimumamountrequiredfor jurisdictionin theLaw Divisionof the CircuitCourtof Cook
County.Illinois.
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